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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT 

 

Christian F. Gervasi 

 

Doctor of Philosophy 

 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry 

 

June 2022 

 

Title: Surface Localized Sub-Bandgap States in Lead Chalcogenide Nanocrystals 

 

 

In our information technology-based world semiconductors are essential to our modern way 

of life, they are the basis upon which the vast majority of our modern optoelectronic and computing 

technologies work. As industry has sought to increase performance, decrease the size and cost, and 

expand the capabilities of these technologies, nano-materials such as semiconducting nanocrystals 

are playing an ever-larger role in achieving these objects. Indeed, semiconducting nanocrystals are 

quickly gaining industry acceptance in an array of technological applications including flat screen 

displays, photovoltaics, lasers, chemical sensing and medical imaging applications, among others. 

The versatility of semiconducting nanocrystals derives from their superlative opto-electronic 

and charge transport properties, the chief of which is their ability to efficiently absorb and emit light, 

across the visible and near-infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The tunability of photon 

absorption and emission in semiconducting nanocrystals is based on factors such as chemical 

composition and stoichiometry, size, and crystal morphology. This tunability allows for the 

production of nanocrystals with frequency-specific light emission and absorption characteristics, 

important for many evolving technologies. Semiconductor nanocrystal charge transport capabilities 

and the ability for charge carrier manipulation, such as multiple exciton generation (MEG), present 

other avenues for technological innovation and improved efficiency over current semiconductor-

based technologies. Most importantly, as a result of their solution processability, as opposed to 



 v 

traditional semiconductor manufacturing processes, technologies based on semiconducting 

nanocrystal have the potential for vast improvements in production efficiency, waste reduction, and 

considerable savings with respect to energy consumption and cost.  

Semiconducting nanocrystal technologies present scientists and engineers an array of  

options for novel device functionalities and architectures. However, because of their size and surface 

to volume ratio, the optoelectronic properties of semiconducting nanocrystal QDs are susceptible to 

significant perturbations depending on the surface chemistry and crystal defects, as well as internal 

composition and structure. Chemical and structural irregularities at their surfaces can lead to 

substantial alteration of their optoelectronic properties, presenting headaches, but also avenues of 

exploitation for scientists and device engineers. The research presented in this dissertation explores 

the existence of sub-bandgap states in PbS nanocrystals’ electronic structure due to differing local 

surface stoichiometry and surface reconstruction resulting from removal, or lack of passivating 

ligands. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Very Small Things Can Have a Big Effect 

Lead-chalcogenide (PbX, where X=S, Se) semiconducting nanocrystals (NC), and 

optoelectronic devices incorporating thin-films constructed from them, are an active area 

of research1-6 due to their superlative optoelectronic properties, and highly controllable 

solution processability.7-9 These materials are particularly appealing for use in the next 

generation of solar-energy converters because of the tunability of their optical properties,10-

12 efficient multiple exciton generation13-18, and potential for extraction of unrelaxed hot 

carriers19. Indeed, the power conversion efficiency of photovoltaic devices constructed 

from PbX NC thin films has increased rapidly over the course of a decade, with solar cell 

device architectures employing ever improving NC surface passivation techniques 

resulting in increasing external quantum efficiencies from 8% to 13% during that time1, 2, 

5, 6. This steady increase in device performance has been, in part, the result of an improved 

understanding of the role played by the PbX NC’s surface atomic structure, and its effects 

on the surface electronic environment (i.e. surface trap states), in determining the 

optoelectronic properties of these nano-materials. Indeed, identification and understanding 

of the origin of surface trap states in semiconducting NCs is of singular importance to this 

nascent area of research in order to improve the optoelectronic performance of NCs and 

bring them on par with established semiconducting technologies. 

Numerous different experimental tools have been employed to determine the origin of 

sub-bandgap and surface tap states in PbX NCs including various X-ray spectroscopy 

techniques, Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy, UV-Vis-NIR absorbance 
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spectroscopy, transient absorption spectroscopy, and photoluminescence spectroscopy.20 

However, all of these techniques offer only ensemble level information regarding NC sub-

bandgap trap states, and provide little information on surface atomic structure, if at all. To 

augment these experimental findings, important theoretical work has been done to 

understand the mechanisms, and underlying physical and chemical surface structures, of 

sub-bandgap states in PbX NCs.21-23 As a result of these findings considerable research has 

been devoted to various techniques for the passivation of surface trap states in PbX NCs, 

resulting from NC surface structural imperfections and capping ligand interactions.20, 24 

Though improvements in the understanding and control of surface states in semiconducting 

NCs have undoubtedly been made, it is clear that more work in this area needs to be done. 

To provide further insights into the specific surface structures, and chemical 

compositions that give rise to sub-bandgap and trap states in individual semiconducting 

NCs the Nazin group has recently undertaken several studies of both PbS and Si NCs 

utilizing the powerful, sub-nanometer scale experimental tool of Scanning Tunneling 

Microscopy/Spectroscopy (STM/S).25-28 STM/S affords a suite of interrogative techniques 

that provides a unique opportunity to probe surface structure, atomic composition, and 

electronic properties of NCs, all at the same time, and to combine this information to 

produce a real-space description of NC electronic states. These STM/S explorations of PbS 

and Si NCs have provided a wealth of information on the correlation between surface 

structures, atomic composition, and the electronic states that arise from them, and led to a 

deeper understanding of the fundamental relationship between surface states, specifically 

band edge and sub-bandgap states, and their relationship to the local NC surface 

environment. 
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1.2 Semiconducting Nanocrystal Quantum Dots  

Semiconducting NCs are meta-stable inorganic structures ten-thousandth the size of a 

human hair with diameters less than 20 nm, and containing between several hundreds to 

thousands of atoms depending on chemical composition; semiconducting NCs lie in a size 

regime between atoms and bulk materials.29-32 Resembling the composition of their parent 

material, they maintain the periodic crystal structure of the bulk and in so doing its 

semiconducting nature. Yet due to the nanoscale size of semiconducting NCs, which are 

smaller than or comparable to the spatial extent of their excitons, the motions of electrons 

and holes are constrained within the spatial extent of the semiconducting NCs, leading to 

the quantum confinement of charge carriers, which has a direct effect on the optoelectronic 

properties of these systems.31 Where the parent bulk material exhibits continuous valence 

and conduction bands, NCs exhibit a discrete electronic structure, or density of states 

(DOS), arising from this confinement effect leading to molecule-like optoelectronic 

behavior. As a result of the quantum confinement effect in NC systems the band gap of the 

parent bulk material is seen to blue-shift as NC dimension decreases, consequently 

semiconducting NCs are able to efficiently absorb and emit light over a specific tunable 

frequency range.31 

The focus of the following research is on PbS semiconducting NCs, which are a IV–VI  

compound semiconductor with face centered cubic (fcc) rock salt crystal structure. PbS has 

a four-fold degenerate direct bandgap, centered on the L-points of the fcc Brillouin zone, 

with a bulk bandgap of ~ 0.41 eV.33 The effective masses of PbS holes (mh
*) and electrons 

(me
*) is ~ 0.1m (m representing the free electron mass), with a mean exciton Bohr radius 

of electron-hole pairs of ~ 18 nm due to the coulomb binding energy of this system. As a 

result, PbS size dependent optoelectronic properties emerge when PbS NC diameters are 
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~9 nm or smaller as a result of strong exciton confinement.31 Due to the relatively large 

PbS NC diameter at which exciton confinement begins enables tuning of the PbS bandgap 

over a wide range, between 0.6 and 1.6 eV, by means of NC size reduction equating to a 

spectral range from between 200 nm to 2,400 nm, providing optical absorption from the 

near-infrared (NIR) through visible to UV.34 The large potential  absorption/emission 

spectral range, over frequencies of significant interest to research and industry, along with 

relatively high molar absorption coefficients ( ~ 106 M-1 cm-1 at 400 nm),35 has spurred 

great interest in PbS NCs for use in a wide variety of applications, but especially 

photovoltaic devices.36 

Synthesis techniques for PbX NC have been widely studied over the past two decades, 

resulting in a variety of high-quality synthesis methods, with a consistently achievable size 

dispersity of less than 5%,2, 34, 37, 38 and with well-defined (111) and (100) facets.39 Due to 

their nanometer size scale, the large surface to volume ratio of semiconducting NCs is 

known to significantly impact their electronic structure, since the ratio of  the number of 

surface atoms to the total number of atoms of the NC is large.16, 31 Thus, NC surface ligand 

functionalization has been a topic of significant importance as they are required in the 

initial NC synthesis and growth processes, and later in the passivation of dangling bonds, 

resulting in trap states, of surface atoms.14, 31 Due to their large band gaps, lengths in excess 

of 1.5 nm, and insulating nature; organic ligands hinder conduction and electron transport 

leading to poor charge carrier conductivity in NC superlattice arrays and with electrical 

contacts.3, 40 In addition, organic ligands used in PbX NC syntheses often inadequately 

passivate the NC surface, allowing surface trap states to proliferate.20 As a result, 

passivating ligand research for PbX NCs has been focused on improvements in NC 
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synthesis techniques,7, 8 on smaller and shorter ligands including atomic ions,14 with 

emphases on the passivation of surface trap states, energy level alignment with electrical 

contacts,41 and overall improved NC performance.24 

 

1.3 Basic Theory of Quantum Tunneling and Scanning Tunneling 

Microscopy/Spectroscopy 

Scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/S) are a set of related, atomic 

scale, electronic measurement techniques which rely on the concept of quantum 

mechanical tunneling as their basis of operation.42, 43 Through STM/S we are able to 

interrogate the physical and chemical structures, as well as electronic properties, of 

individual molecules and nanoparticles. By coupling this complementary information of 

form and function, we are able to gain unparalleled access into material properties at the 

atomic scale. 

What is quantum mechanical tunneling? In the classical mechanical understanding of 

a particle, with energy E, and confined in a potential well with potential barriers on either 

side of potential 𝑈(𝑧) (i.e. particle in a box), the probability of the particle crossing into 

the potential barrier region, when E < 𝑈(𝑧), is zero. In essence, the particle is unable to 

exist in, or even to penetrate, the potential barrier region. An often-used analogy is of a ball 

bouncing around inside a room with high walls and no doors; assuming the ball is not 

bouncing high enough to pass over the walls, the ball cannot pass through the walls and is 

therefore confined to remain inside the room. Thus, the particle cannot travel through the 

potential barrier and is confined to the potential well. However, quantum mechanical 

tunneling is the theory which describes an electron (or other particle governed by quantum 
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mechanics) in a potential well (i.e. atomic state) having the non-zero probability of 

penetrating a potential barrier separating its parent atom from an adjoining atom, and 

burrowing into an atomic state of the adjoining atom, by virtue of its wave-like properties. 

The probability of an electron tunneling into a state of an adjoining atom, through the 

intervening potential barrier, results from the fulfillment of the Schrodinger equation by an 

appropriate wave function description 𝜓(𝑧) (electron motion) of the electron. See Chen,42 

or Griffiths,43 among others, for a full mathematical treatment of quantum tunneling.  

By utilizing the quantum mechanical property of the electron, and due to the fact that 

electrons are charge carriers, by applying a bias voltage (i.e. electric field) across the 

potential barrier region, a flow of electrons can be induced to tunnel between atoms 

separated by the vacuum barrier region. In STM, the basic experimental setup consists of 

a conducting substrate (usually metal, or graphite), on which samples are prepared (e.g. 

sub-monolayers of molecules or nanoparticles), opposite an atomically sharp metal tip, 

usually tungsten, platinum iridium alloy, or silver.42 Thus, by bringing the atomically sharp 

metal tip in close proximity (< 1 nm) to a sample surface, containing molecules or 

nanocrystals of interest, and by applying a bias voltage between the tip and the sample 

surface, electrons can be induced to tunnel between the tip and the sample through the 

intervening vacuum barrier (potential barrier) producing a tunneling current.  

Bardeen’s theory of tunneling,44 Giaever’s tunneling junction experiments with metal-

insulator-metal junctions,45 and the Tersoff-Haman model of tunneling for the scanning 

tunneling microscope (STM),46, 47 among many others, have provided the foundation for 

the use and interpretation of quantum mechanical tunneling measurements as applied by 

scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/S). Bardeen showed that the tunneling 
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current I between two electrodes, in this case a conducting tip and a conducting sample 

substrate, is proportional to the density of states (DOS) of both the tip and the sample.44 

Thus, measurement of the tunneling current (I) with respect to the voltage applied (i.e. bias 

voltage V), can be used to produce an I/V curve, which can be plotted and information 

inferred regarding the electronic states of the sample. Given certain assumptions and 

constraints, the most important of which regard the shape of the tip in the tunneling junction 

and the specific wavefunction of the tunneling electrons,46, 47 the change in the tunneling 

current (dI), with respect to a change in tunneling junction bias voltage (dV), produces a 

curve of the differential conductance (dI/dV), which gives information regarding the local 

density of states (LDOS) of the sample, provided the LDOS of the tip is flat over the energy 

range measured.42 Thus, by careful preparation of the tip and sample surface, and through 

the use of the measurement technique known as STS, as described above, for a discrete 

location on a sample surface, electronic states of semiconducting molecules and nano-

particles on a conducting substrate can be measured and important information inferred 

about their primary bandgap, especially regarding sub-bandgap, trap, or surface states. 

 

1.4 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy/Spectroscopy in Practice 

In our investigations of semiconducting molecules and nanoparticles, the Nazin group 

uses the unique and unparalleled measurement techniques afforded by our research groups 

home-built Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM).48 The Nazin group’s STM provides 

the means by which the electronic properties of individual semiconducting molecules and 

nanoparticles can be interrogated, at cryogenic temperatures, and with atomic scale 

precision. By utilizing the scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) functionality of our 
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STM, in conjunction with the STM topographic measurement capability, the spatially 

resolved local density of states (LDOS) for individual molecules and nanoparticles can be 

observed. From the information gathered during these investigations, we can correlate the 

spatially resolved electronic LDOS for molecules and nanoparticles with the molecular 

geometries and physical surface structures of these materials on the atomic scale. (final 

sentence connecting these measurements with goals above?) 

The Nazin group STM features a rigid pan-style,49 utilizing a tube-style fine scanning 

piezo,50 produced in cooperation with RHK Technology,48 which operates in ultra-high 

vacuum, ~ 5.0 x 10-11 Torr, equivalent to the vacuum of inter-planetary space. It is the first 

STM design known to integrate a closed-cycle cryostat for continuous sample cooling, 

utilizing a dual stage helium cryostat based on the Gifford-McMahon refrigeration cycle,51 

allowing for extended STM/S studies at temperatures < 20 K, for up to several months, 

without significant loss of helium refrigerant. The CCC is connected to the STM via a cold-

finger and cold volume, which is thermally connected to the STM, but vibrationally isolated, 

in order to provide the necessary cooling while preventing mechanical noise from the 

cryostat from interfering with the vibrational isolation of the STM scanner-head. A 

temperature stability of ±1 milli-kelvin can be maintained for weeks through the use of a 

proportional-integral-derivative (PID) temperature controller, allowing for a minimum of 

thermal drift. The rigidness of the pan-style scanner head, in conjunction with the vibrational 

isolation, cryogenic capability, and thermal stability, have enabled a measurable STM tip 

lateral drift rate over a sample surface of 1.8 
Å

ℎ𝑟
, which is critical for atomic scale 

measurements.  

As described in the previous section, STM utilizes the quantum tunneling effect and the 
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application of a bias voltage to produce a measurable current between a conductive tip,42 

silver in this case,52, 53 and sample surface. During the initial course approach phase, the tip 

is brought into electrical contact with the sample surface along the z-axis by using a course 

approach piezo motor while applying a bias voltage of several volts, depending on sample 

material, and measuring for a tunneling current of several hundred nanoamps, known as the 

course approach “set-point”. Once electrical contact is established between the tip and the 

sample at the course approach “set-point”, via quantum mechanical tunneling, a fine 

approach piezo (scanning piezo) is used during actual STM measurements for atomic scale 

positioning.42 When the tip is in electrical contact with the surface a scanning “set-point” 

(bias voltage/tunneling current) is chosen based on the bandgap of the material to be probed, 

and the stability of the tip on the surface. In our experiments, the scanning “set-point” ranged 

from a bias of anywhere between millivolts to several volts, and tens to hundreds of 

nanoamps tunneling current, depending on the sample’s electronic properties such as the 

primary bandgap, the surface environment, and tip stability.  The height of the tip over the 

sample surface (z-axis) is maintained via feedback loop, where a drop in measured tunneling 

current, for a given scanning “set-point”, would cause the scanning piezo to drive the tip 

forward (z-axis) towards the sample surface, and an increase in measured tunneling current 

would have the opposite effect. Thus, the conducting metal tip will maintain a constant 

height, dependent on the “set-point”, and electronic properties of the tip and the sample, over 

a given point of the sample surface. Fine tip motion along x-y axes are controlled by the 

scanning piezo as well, and drive the tip in x and y directions providing for a raster motion 

of the tip over the sample surface, allowing discrete areas of the sample surface to be probed 

with nanoscale precision. 
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The Nazin group scanning tunneling microscope, and indeed all modern STMs, 

incorporate two basic modes of operation for data collection independently referred to as 

Constant Current (topography) and Constant Height (differential conductance – dI/dV) 

modes.42, 54 Constant Current mode utilizes the functionality of the scanning piezo motor in 

conjunction with the feedback loop to maintain the “set-point” current, for a given bias, as 

the tip is caused to move across the sample surface in x and y directions, in a raster motion. 

The combined motions of the scanning piezo motor along the x, y, and z axes has the effect 

of building up an atomic scale topographical map of a given area on the sample surface. In 

this mode features a fraction of a nanometer, such as sample surface step edges, and, in the 

case of Au (111) surfaces, surface reconstruction,55 can be observed and used for alignment 

and scaling at cryogenic temperatures. Additionally, adsorbed molecules and nanoparticles 

are detected based on observations of apparent height changes, lateral size, shape, orientation 

and geometry, and in the case of nanocrystals, material dependent crystallographic 

information. 

Constant Height or Differential Conductance (dI/dV) mode, is used to measure the local 

density of states (LDOS) of a sample, based on tunneling conductance measurements for a 

single location on the sample surface. Differential conductance (dI/dV) measurements are 

conducted with the tip height “frozen” over the sample by inhibiting the feedback loop 

from changing the tip-sample distance with changes in tunneling current, and a ramp of the 

bias voltage is performed over a specified voltage range, with a defined voltage increment. 

Given that the tip-sample distance does not change, as the ramp of the bias voltage is 

performed, and depending on the electronic properties of the material being measured, the 

measured tunneling current will change as a function of applied voltage. This change in 
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current, as a function of change in voltage, is a measure of the differential conductance 

(dI/dV) of the sample, and is equivalent to the LDOS of the material,42 assuming the tip is 

“ohmic”, meaning that the LDOS of the tip is “flat” or un-changing over the applied bias 

range. In our STS measurements of semiconducting organic molecules and nanoparticles, 

the Nazin group STM uses the Lock-in technique to produce a differential conductance 

(dI/dV) curve.42 Using many such LDOS measurements (curves) over a regularly spaced 

spatial grid spanning a few to tens of nanometers of the sample surface, the Nazin group 

has been able to produce spatially resolved DOS maps of the primary bandgap region for 

semiconducting organic molecules and nanoparticles.25-28, 56, 57 

 

1.5 Dissertation Summary 

Utilizing the above described surface measurement capabilities and techniques of the 

Nazin STM, the following research seeks to further our understanding of the surface 

electronic environment of PbS NCs resulting from surface structure and reconstruction, 

which is a key determinant of the optoelectronic properties of this system. To accomplish 

this goal, myself, in collaboration with other research members of the Nazin group, 

conducted STM/S experiments of PbS nanocrystals. Chapter II is based our publication,25 

co-authored by Dmitry A. Kislitsyn, Christian F. Gervasi, Thomas Allen, Peter K. B. 

Palomaki, Jason D. Hackley, Ryuichiro Maruyama, and Gorge V. Nazin. In this study of 

the surface electronic environment of naked PbS nanocrystals on an Au(111) substrate, 

where capping ligands were removed by gentle thermal annealing, surface-localized 

conduction band-edge states were observed. Through analysis of the topographic 

measurements of the individual PbS nanocrystals, crystallographic information observed 
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indicated that the (111) surface was found to predominate. Using the STM/S capabilities 

of the Nazin STM, the spatial-resolved orientation of the observed conduction band-edge 

states was correlated with crystallographic information for the individual PbS nanocrystal 

surfaces. Due to the fact that PbS nanocrystals are known to have Pb-rich surfaces,34, 58 that 

Pb reconstructed PbSe nanocrystal surfaces have been observed,22 and Pb atomic orbitals 

are the predominate contributors to PbS conduction band-edge states,21 we attributed the 

observed highly localized conduction band-edge states to the electronic coupling of atomic 

orbitals for individual, undercoordinated, Pb atoms on the nanocrystal (111) surfaces. 

In continuation of my work on the electronic properties of PbS nanocrystal surfaces, 

the research presented in the journal article described in Chapter III, co-authored by 

Christian F. Gervasi, Dmitry A. Kislitsyn, Thomas Allen, Jason D. Hackley, Ryuichiro 

Maruyama, and Gorge V. Nazin, seeks to further elucidate our understanding of the 

electronic states produced by different local nanocrystal surface environments and 

stoichiometries. STM measurements in this study suggest that PbS (111) facets 

predominate amongst the ligand free PbS nanocrystal surfaces observed, which, due to 

their polar nature, are known to reconstruct to lower their surface energy.22 Furthermore, 

STS measurements of the PbS (111) facets observed in this study show a variety of 

localized sub-bandgap states at both conduction and valance band-edges, as well as the 

observation of Fermi-level crossing trap states. The conduction and valence band-edge 

states are attributed to alternately Pb-rich and S-rich local environments of the nanocrystal 

surface, while the Fermi-level crossing trap states are attributed to significantly off-

stoichiometric local surface environments. Thus, the variability in electronic trap states 

observed for PbS (111) surfaces, depending on location, suggests that the local surface 
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conditions of PbS (111) facets are highly determinative of the surface electronic 

environment, and the optoelectronic properties of PbS nanocrystals.   

To elucidate the STM/S experimental observations for specific sub-bandgap states 

observed in PbS nanocrystals described in chapters II and III myself, in collaboration with 

Hank I. Seeley and Gorge V. Nazin, undertook the as yet un-published theoretical and 

computational research described in Chapter IV. Using ab-initio density functional theory 

(DFT), our theoretical exploration described in this chapter focused on conduction band-

edge states observed in our experimental STM/S studies of un-passivated PbS 

nanocrystals,25, 26 which were attributed to surface Pb reconstruction of (111) crystal facets. 

Band diagrams produced from the ab-initio DFT calculations conducted on relaxed and un-

relaxed 2 x 1 (111) Pb reconstructed surface model slabs indicate a splitting of the 

degeneracy of the four-fold degenerate L-points of the PbS fcc band structure for bands at 

specific symmetry preferred L-points over other L-points, which are the location of the 

primary bandgap responsible for the optoelectronic properties in PbS. In addition, atomic 

orbitals of the Pb atom surface reconstruction rows are shown to over-contribute to 

conduction band edge states, as compared to Pb atoms of the bulk. Indeed, cross-sections 

of electron density for the 2 x 1 (111) Pb reconstruct slab model indicated the formation of 

Tamm surface states localized on Pb atoms of the surface reconstruction rows, and 

associated with split off states at the conduction band-edge for bands at symmetry preferred 

L-points. The observed splitting, difference in dispersion character, and over-contribution 

of surface Pb atom atomic orbitals, along with associated Tamm surface states, for 

conduction band-edge states for L-point’s of the PbS band structure are attributed to the 

effects of the overarching symmetry of the 2 x 1 (111) Pb surface reconstruction rows. 
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Thus, we attribute the reduction in apparent bandgap and appearance of conduction band-

edge Tamm surface states in PbS nanocrystals to surface reconstruction of Pb-rich, under-

passivated, (111) PbS facets. 
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CHAPTER II 

SPATIAL MAPPING OF SUB-BANDGAP STATES 

INDUCED BY LOCAL NON-STOICHIOMETRY IN 

INDIVIDUAL LEAD-SULFIDE NANOCRYSTALS 

 

This Chapter by Dmitry A. Kislitsyn, Christian F. Gervasi, Thomas Allen, Peter 

K.B. Palomaki, Jason D. Hackley, Ryuichiro Maruyama, and George V. Nazin was 

previously published under the same title in J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 5, 3701–3707 (2014). 

Copyright © 2014 American Chemical Society.  

 

2.1. Introduction 

Recently, thin films composed of lead chalcogenide colloidal semiconducting 

nanocrystals (NCs) have emerged as a promising class of photovoltaic materials that allow 

great flexibility in controlling their properties by means of tailored synthesis, processing 

and film deposition.1-2 Further, quantum confinement effects in NCs can be exploited to 

control their photoexcitation dynamics in order to achieve multiplication of photo-

generated carriers3-7 and/or hot-electron extraction,8 which may enable solar cells with 

efficiencies in excess of the Shockley–Queisser limit.9 While substantial progress has been 

made towards improving the efficiency of NC-based photovoltaic devices, with recent 

reports of efficiencies above 8%,10-11 the microscopic picture of the fundamental physical 

processes of photo-generation and charge transport in NC films remains incomplete. One 

of the important outstanding questions is the impact of the NC surface chemistry on the 
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electronic properties of NCs. Imperfections in surface passivation or stoichiometry are 

thought to cause sub-bandgap states, which can have a significant impact on electron–hole 

recombination.12 While evidence for such surface states was found in recent 

photoluminescence studies of as-synthesized lead chalcogenide NCs,13-14 fabrication of 

functional photovoltaic devices may introduce further surface imperfections as it often 

involves a sequence of synthetic and processing steps including surface ligand exchange15-

16 and (in some studies) thermal annealing17-18 that can both affect the nanocrystal surface 

chemistry.  Indeed, sub-bandgap states have been identified in processed NC films using a 

variety of techniques, including photoluminescence;14 a combination of current-based deep 

level transient spectroscopy, thermal admittance and Fourier transform photocurrent 

spectroscopies;19 Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS);20 and photocurrent 

measurements in NC-based field-effect transistor devices.21 Despite the insights provided 

by such studies, they do not provide direct information about the local chemical and spatial 

structures of surface states. This information is critically important for addressing the 

remaining uncertainties regarding the nature of such surface states, especially given the 

diversity of atomic sites present on NC surfaces arising from variations in ligand coverage 

and the presence of different crystallographic facets. 

 

2.2. Experimental Methods 

Experiments were carried out in a home-built ultra-high vacuum (UHV) cryogenic 

STM system incorporating a STM scanner from RHK Technology. An Au(111)/mica 

substrate was prepared in situ by using multiple sputter/anneal cycles. Thiol-terminated 

PbS NCs (synthesis of PbS NCs is described in the Supporting Information) were deposited 
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on the Au(111) substrate in the load-lock section of the vacuum system using an in-vacuum 

solenoid pulse valve. The deposition parameters were chosen so as to obtain sub-monolayer 

NC coverage. The Au(111) substrate with deposited PbS NCs was then annealed overnight 

in ultra-high vacuum at progressively higher temperatures, with the final temperature of 

~170°C. This annealing temperature was chosen to achieve removal of residual unstable 

species remaining after the initial annealing steps. Figure S1 shows representative STM 

images of several NCs on a Au(111) surface.  

All imaging and spectroscopic measurements were carried out at a temperature of 15 

K using electrochemically etched silver tips. All STS spectra were recorded using the lock-

in technique at ~600 Hz, and bias modulations varying from 10 mV (individual spectra, 

and one-dimensional spatial scans) to 50 mV (two-dimensional DOS maps). PbS NCs 

deposited on Au(111) surfaces were annealed in ultra-high vacuum at 170 °C to remove 

surface ligands (see Experimental Details). Ligand-free NCs were targeted because they 

are unaffected by the uncertainties associated with different possible ligand shell 

configurations, and therefore serve as a useful model amenable to theoretical simulations. 

NCs in devices are also often stripped of ligands to increase inter-particle electronic 

coupling. In total, we studied 16 individual PbS NCs. The NCs were annealed at 

progressively higher temperatures until well-defined and reproducible NC topographies 

consistent with complete removal of ligands were obtained (Figure S1). The apparent 

heights of thus prepared NCs are typically 1-2 nm, while their lateral dimensions are 2-5 

nm with width/height ratios being typically 2:1 to 3:1, which suggests that the NC shapes 

change significantly upon annealing. Importantly, annealed ligand-free NCs display 

topographic features, such as crystal facet steps and edges, showing visible angles 
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consistent with different crystallographic directions (Figure S1). STS spectra of individual 

NCs were obtained by measuring the differential tunneling conductance dI/dV as a function 

of the applied bias voltage (see Experimental Details).22 The recorded dI/dV signal serves 

as a measure of the local density of states (DOS). 

 

2.3. Experimental Findings 

In this chapter I discuss the spatial mapping of sub-bandgap states in individual PbS 

NCs using a combination of Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and Scanning 

Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS). STS spectra of annealed NCs show progressions of 

occupied and unoccupied states separated by apparent band gaps of different magnitudes 

(Figure 2.1). All spectra in Figure 1 show similar progressions of states H1 (highest 

occupied state), E1,1 (lowest unoccupied state), E1,2 and E2 (both unoccupied states), with 

individual state energies varying for different NCs. A common feature of all spectra in 

Figure 1 is that states E1,1 and E1,2 are separated by ~0.2 V in all cases. Identifying the 

nature of states E1,1 and E1,2 is important because the lowest-lying unoccupied states are 

primarily responsible for the photophysical and electron transport properties of NC-based 

materials.21 We note that overtones E1,2 are unlikely to be caused by vibrational excitation 

of NCs23 due to their relatively large energetic spacing, inconsistent with the vibrational 

energy scale of PbS.24 This energetic spacing also appears too large to be explained by 

electronic splitting (caused by the NC anisotropy) of the different L-valleys in the Brillouin 

zone.25 Similar spectral features observed in STS studies of electrochemically-grown PbS 

NCs were attributed to  particle-in-a-box-like states.26  According to this interpretation, 

state E1,1 should correspond to the ground state, state E2 should correspond to the excited 
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state varying along the Z-direction, and E1,2 is attributable to excited states varying in the 

XY plane. Spatial mapping of NC DOS shows that the nature of E1,n states in the present 

case is more complex, as described below. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Representative dI/dV spectra for five PbS NCs (Set point voltages and currents 

range from 1.2 V to 2.5 V, and 10 pA to 30 pA for the spectra shown). The bias voltage 

effectively serves as the energy scale (see, however, discussion associated with Figure S2 

for a more complete description of the relationship between the bias voltage and energy).  

Occupied and unoccupied states are indicated by arrows and marked with an 'H' and 'E' for 

holes and electrons respectively. The apparent band gaps for each of the NCs are marked 

with double sided arrows. 
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To understand the nature of the E1,n bands, we have carried out DOS mapping for 

several NCs. Representative data for one such NC (referred to as NC1 in the following) are 

presented below.  STM topography of NC1 shows a series of steps angled at 120° degrees 

with respect to each other (Figure 2.2a,b). This observation suggests that these directions 

 

Figure 2.2. STM/STS characterization of a representative nanocrystal NC1. (a) STM 

topography image of NC1 [set point 1.0 V, 1.0 pA]. (b) Topographical features attributable 

to step edges oriented along specific crystallographic directions. The majority of features 

indicate 120° angles, which suggests that the top facet of NC1 corresponds to a {111} plane.  

(c) A cross-section of the topography [path indicated by the arrow in (a)] showing that the 

top facet of NC1 is at a small angle with respect to the Au(111) surface. Individual steps 

are marked with dashed lines, with the step height (0.342 nm) corresponding to the distance 

between the sulfur {111} planes. (d) A representative STS spectrum [set point 2.0 V, 15 

pA] measured at the location marked by the star in (a). Prominent occupied and unoccupied 

states are marked with an 'H' and 'E' respectively. 
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correspond to the <110> crystallographic directions, while the top surface of NC1 should 

correspond to the (111) crystallographic orientation, based on the stability of these facets 

established in TEM studies of restructuring of PbS NCs under similar temperatures in 

vacuum.27-28 A cross-section of the topography for NC1 (Figure 2.2c) shows that the top 

facet, oriented at ~10° with respect to the Au(111) surface, is relatively flat with 

corrugation at the angstrom-scale, consistent with complete removal of ligands. 

A STS spectrum measured on top of NC1 (Figure 2.2d) shows an electronic DOS with 

a ~0.8 eV bandgap formed by states E1,1 and H1. Additional states E2 (1.3 eV) and H2 (-1.4 

eV) are found at higher voltages. The lowest unoccupied state E1,1 shows a side-peak (E1,2), 

which is observed in most annealed NCs (Figure 2.1). STS spectra measured at different 

locations on NC1 show considerable variation in state energies and character. To visualize 

these variations, we recorded a spatial “cross-section” of the electronic DOS along a linear 

path across NC1 (Figure 2.3a).  The resulting DOS cross-section (Figure 2.3b) shows quasi-

periodic oscillations in intensity for the electronic DOS of states E1,n. The spatial variations 

of all states E1,n (Figure 2.3b) are nearly identical suggesting similar origins for the main 

peak and its sidebands. The spatial modulation of states E1,n occurs with an average period 

of ~0.9 nm, a large number as compared to the typical inter-atomic distances along the 

PbS(111) surface, which means that this modulation is not caused by the elemental contrast 

between Pb and S lattice sites that could be expected on a defect-free PbS surface.29 In 

accordance with this assessment, the highest occupied state H1, which is expected to be 

comprised of sulfur 3p atomic orbitals,30 is not visibly modulated.  The only identifiable 

variation of the H1 state is a minor change in H1 energy (from -0.8 V to -0.7 V and back to 

-0.8 V) as the scan progresses along the path in Figure 2.3a from P1 to P5. The trajectory 
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of the H1 energy variation roughly follows the NC topography (high topographic locations 

correspond to the lower (in absolute value of applied voltage) onsets of resonant tunneling 

through H1), which is explained by the variation of the voltage drop inside the NC.33 A 

smaller variation in the tunneling onset energy is found for the unoccupied states, which is 

attributable to the different work-functions of the tip and sample, as explained further in 

the Supporting Information. Insight into the nature of states E1,n can be gained from a 

detailed analysis of their spatial behavior, as discussed in the following. 

 

Figure 2.3. Spatial STS mapping across nanocrystal NC1. (a) Topographic image [set point 

1.0 V, 1 pA] showing the path of mapping (points P1 through P5). (b) Density of states [set 

point 2.0 V, 10 pA] as a function of bias voltage and position x along the path shown in 

(a).  (c) Individual STS spectra from (b) measured at points P2 through P5. Occupied and 

unoccupied states are marked 'H' and 'E' respectively in both (b) and (c). Spectral feature 

H** corresponds to “reverse” tunneling31-32 through a localized occupied state outside of 

the mapping path. 

 

 

To characterize the spatial behavior of the NC1 electronic structure, we recorded STS 

spectra on a two-dimensional grid of (32 by 32) points covering the spatial range shown 

by the yellow rectangle in Figure 2.4a. In the overall bias voltage range sampled in these 

spectra, several spatial DOS patterns associated with distinct electronic states shown in 

Figure 2.3 are identified (Figure 2.4). These patterns show that the distributions of 

individual electronic states across NC1 are highly inhomogeneous. States E1,n are primarily 
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concentrated in the left and bottom parts of NC1 (locations 1-9 in Figure 2.4b, 0.35 V) in 

the vicinity of the steps observed in the STM topography (Figure 2.4a). The DOS intensity 

corresponding to these states forms stripe-like features running through locations 1-9 in 

Figure 2.4b. These four stripes correspond to the four DOS peaks observed along the x-

coordinate for the E1,1 states in Figure 2.3b. All states E1,n have very similar two-

dimensional spatial distributions of their DOS, as can be seen in Figure 4b, consistent with 

the one-dimensional scan of Figure 2.3b. Figure 2.4b shows that the “stripes” are localized 

in the vicinity of the NC1 step edges (highlighted in the bottom maps of Figure 2.4b). In 

contrast, unoccupied state E2 is delocalized throughout NC1, and is primarily concentrated 

in the upper right part of NC1 (locations 10-15 in Figure 2.4b, 1.15 V) where no clear 

topographic steps exist. 

Similar distinction between localized states at the onset of tunneling and delocalized 

states at higher voltages is found for occupied states: the highest energy state H1
† appearing 

at -0.58 V (Figure 2.4c), is localized (analogously to states E1,n) near the step edges, while 

states H1 (-0.7 V) and H2 (-1.4 V) show relatively uniform distributions. The latter are, in 

fact, even more homogenous than they appear: their apparent DOS in locations 13-15 is 

suppressed due to the effect of variable voltage drop across the NC described in the 

discussion of Figure 2.3b. 
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Figure 2.4. (a) Topographic images of NC1 [set point 1.0 V, 1 pA]. Bottom image is 

marked to indicate step edges with 120° angles oriented along <110> directions, the same 

set of marks is used in the bottom images of (b) and (c) for reference. (b) DOS maps for 

unoccupied states of NC1 [set point 2.0 V, 15 pA] measured at the indicated bias voltages. 

Parallel dashed red lines indicate the apparent orientation of stripe-like features associated 

with states E1,n. (c) DOS maps for occupied states of NC1 [set point 2.0 V, 15 pA] measured 

at the indicated bias voltages. High intensity signals in the top left and top right of the H2 

map in (c) are attributed to spectral features of nearby NCs. The spatial extent of maps in 

(b) and (c) corresponds to the yellow rectangle shown in (a). Numbered markers in the 

bottom images of (b) and (c) [identical for both sets of maps] indicate locations of high 

DOS intensity for states E1,n  (1-9) and E2 (10-15).  Location 16 marks a region with a 

localized higher energy state [ ~1.9 V, map not shown], likely corresponding to a smaller 

NC (with a different crystallographic orientation) that is in the process of merging with 

NC1. 
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Theoretical calculations show that unoccupied states in PbS are formed predominantly 

by Pb-derived atomic 6p orbitals, whereas occupied states are formed predominantly by S-

derived atomic 3p orbitals.30 According to these predictions, the DOS of states E1,n and E2, 

for un-passivated NCs, is carried by surface Pb-atoms, while the DOS of states H1
†, H1 and 

H2 is carried by surface S-atoms. The S- and Pb-character of occupied and unoccupied 

states correspondingly holds true even in the presence of under-coordinated Pb- or S-atoms, 

which form localized states split-off from the conduction- and valence-bands.34 Because 

Pb- and S-atoms located at step edges lack nearest neighbors, they are in under-coordinated 

environments compared to other surface atoms, and therefore may form sub-band gap 

states.35 Localization of states E1,n and H1
† near the step edges, where atomic coordination 

is disrupted, suggests that these states correspond to sub-bandgap trap states, while the 

spatially delocalized states E2, H1 and H2 are identified as quantum-confined states derived 

from the conduction (E2) and valence (H1 and H2) bands. Consistent with the identification 

of states E1,n and H1
† as states primarily localized on Pb- or S-atoms respectively, DOS 

maps for these states (Figure 2.3b,c) show complementary intensities in most of locations 

1-15. The differences in the spatial distributions of states H1
† and E1,n are attributable to 

the different spatial distributions of the under-coordinated Pb- and S-atoms, which is likely 

a result of the different quantities of Pb versus S atoms, as can be expected based on the 

fact that as-synthesized PbS NCs typically have Pb-rich surfaces.36-37 Our spectroscopic 

data corroborates this expectation: the splitting of non-stoichiometric trap states from the 

main quantum-confined states has been predicted to be larger for NCs with greater non-

stoichiometry,34 and can thus be used as a measure of the degree of local non-

stoichiometry. Specifically, on the energy scale, state H1
† appears only 0.12 eV higher than 
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the onset of band H1 in Figures 2.3b,c, which is comparable with calculations for states 

localized at S-atoms within step edges on the stoichiometric PbS(100) surface.35 In 

contrast, the energy difference E2 - E1,1 is relatively large: ~0.8 eV. The same trends are 

observed in the spectra of most other NCs (Figure 1) suggesting that the number of under-

coordinated Pb atoms is indeed higher than that of under-coordinated S-atoms in the 

studied NCs. These trends, and their consistency with the theoretical predictions34 further 

reinforce our assignment of states E1,n and H1
† as defect states. 

Additional support for assignment of states E1,n as trap states is provided by the 

analysis of their energies in other studied NCs. Inspection of STS spectra of such NCs 

(Figure 1) shows that energy splitting E2 - E1,1 varies among different NCs, but does not 

show a correlation with their apparent bandgaps E1,1 - H1 (Figure S3). This is contrary to 

what would be expected if all states H1, E1,1 and E2 had quantum-confined nature – in this 

case, according to STS results obtained on PbS NCs with similar aspect ratios,26 state E2 

would be attributable to a higher-order particle-in-a-box-like state quantized in the Z-

direction, which would mean that both energy differences E2 - E1,1 and E1,1 - H1 would 

scale with the NC thicknesses, resulting in a linear correlation between them. Since it has 

been established above that states H1 and E2 are delocalized and are of quantum-confined 

nature, state E1,1 must be of different origin. 

The origin of states E1,n may be alternatively explained by using the physical picture 

developed in several recent STS studies of ordered chain-like atomic structures,38-40 where 

the linear-combination-of-atomic-orbitals (LCAO) model was applied to describe the 

observed extended electronic states formed through coupling of orbitals associated with 

individual adatoms. According to this physical picture, in the present case E1,n bands may 
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correspond to LCAO-like states formed through coupling of the orbitals associated with 

individual under-coordinated Pb atoms, with individual E1,n states roughly corresponding 

to different linear combinations of such orbitals. The model explains the presence of 

multiple states in STS spectra, as well as the similarity of their spatial DOS maps. The 

latter may only be different in their (spatial) nodal structures, which could not be resolved 

in our measurements.  

While the precise atomic structure of the NC surface could not be determined from 

the collected STS data, the obtained maps of E1,n states suggest that the NC surface is 

reconstructed analogously to the reconstructions of the PbS(111) surfaces predicted by 

recent density functional theory calculations.41 This study concluded that PbS(111) 

surfaces tend to reconstruct forming sub-monolayer stripe-like patterns of Pb adatoms. 

Indeed, our E1,n maps show stripes oriented at ~30° with respect to the step edges. Since 

the latter are aligned along the <110> crystallographic directions, the E1,n stripes are likely 

aligned with one of the <211> directions, consistent with self-assembly of surface Pb atoms 

in patterns defined by surface crystallographic directions, as would be expected on a 

reconstructed surface. Existence of well-defined patterns of non-stoichiometric Pb adatoms 

is also consistent with the observation of the well-defined progressions of STS features 

corresponding to E1,n states. Indeed, such STS features can be expected to be smeared out 

into featureless bands for less ordered NC surfaces, as was found for NCs annealed at lower 

temperatures (data not shown). 
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2.4. Conclusions 

Our results suggest that self-assembly of non-stoichiometric adatoms on PbS NC 

surfaces may result in formation of extended LCAO-like sub-bandgap states, which have 

important implications for the more general case of imperfectly passivated ligand-covered 

NCs. Even when the density of dangling bonds per NC is small, the tendency of under-

coordinated adatoms to co-localize near structural imperfections, as observed in our work, 

may lead to stronger electronic coupling of dangling bonds resulting in larger modifications 

of the sub-bandgap electronic structure than that expected for isolated dangling bonds. The 

atomic-scale spatial structure of these sub-bandgap states should have a strong impact on 

the photophysical properties of such NCs, and will be a subject of our future studies. 
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2.6. Bridge to Chapter III 

In this chapter we used STM/S to explore the surface and electronic structure of 

annealed, ligand free, PbS NCs. Comparison of the observed NC topographic and spatially 

resolved DOS maps revealed a connection between local NC surface structures and a 

manifold of localized electronic states observed at the NC conduction band-edge. In 

Chapter III, we broaden our STS exploration of PbS NCs to discuss a variety of observed 

electronic states across the bandgap region and attempt to connect these spatially resolved 

DOS features with observed crystallographic information of the measured NCs.  
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CHAPTER III 

DIVERSITY OF SUB-BANDGAP STATES IN LEAD-

SULFIDE NANOCRYSTALS: REAL-SPACE 

SPECTROSCOPY AND MAPPING AT THE ATOMIC-

SCALE 

 

This chapter by Christian F. Gervasi, Dmitry A. Kislitsyn, Thomas L. Allen, Jason 

D. Hackley, Ryuichiro Maruyama, and George V. Nazin was previously published under 

the same title in Nanoscale 2015, 7 (46), 19732–19742 Copyright © 2015 Royal Society 

of Chemistry. 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Tuneable thin-film structures formed from lead-chalcogenide (PbX, where X=S, 

Se or Te) nanocrystals (NCs) are a promising class of semiconducting materials with 

a combination of unique functionalities that makes them highly attractive for a new 

generation of optoelectronic applications.1-4  Some of these functionalities are made 

possible by the ultra-small size of NCs, with such examples as greatly increased 

efficiencies for exciton-multiplication,5-10 and enhanced extraction of unrelaxed hot 

charge-carriers.11 Another important functionality of NCs is the tunability of their 

properties via synthetic means, which allows one to systematically control the 

electronic bandgap by tuning the NC size. Additional means of control, to improve 

the injection and extraction of charge carriers in PbX NC thin films, have been 

implemented through post-synthesis techniques12 involving ligand exchange.13-15 

Thus processed PbSe NC thin films show significantly reduced inter-particle 
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spacings and dramatically increased conductivities.16-18 Less commonly, thermal 

annealing of the NC films is used,15, 16, 19, 20 which can result in extensive 

rearrangements of ligand shells as well as (at higher temperatures) sintering21 and 

even fusion22, 23 of NCs. These processing steps, necessary for achieving optimal 

charge transport properties in NC films, simultaneously present significant 

challenges because they tend to radically alter the surface chemistry of NCs, with 

the potential to create surface imperfections that can result in the appearance of sub-

bandgap trap states, which, in turn, have a strong impact on charge-carrier dynamics, 

recombination, and extraction from NC films.24-26  

Indeed, recent breakthroughs in increasing the efficiency of PbX NC-based 

photovoltaic devices were made possible, to a great extent, by developments in 

surface passivation techniques that enabled a significant reduction in the density of 

surface trap states,27, 28 with some of the reported efficiencies exceeding ~8%.29, 30 

Some of the promising approaches have employed passivation with 3-

mercaptopropionic acid,31 atomic passivation with halogen ions and SCN-,25, 32 and 

inorganic ligands,33 metal halide and chalcogenide salts,18, 34  amorphous alumina,18 

and  alkyl selenide ligands.35 Conceptually, complete elimination of trap states 

requires consideration of the “passivating effect” of individual surface ligands, and 

careful balancing of the number of ligands with the NC core stoichiometry, a 

difficult task in practice. In particular, theoretical calculations show that in the 

limiting case of ligand-free stoichiometric NCs, mid-gap states do not exist,36, 37  but 

in non-stoichiometric Pb-rich (Pb-poor) NCs sub-bandgap states are found near the 

conduction (valence) bands.36, 38 A similar picture holds for ligand-passivated NCs: 
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attachment of ligands effectively changes NC stoichiometry, such that an 

appropriate number of ligands can effectively compensate for the non-stoichiometry 

of the NC core, and eliminate the sub-bandgap states.38 The importance of NC 

stoichiometry in defining the NC electronic structure is corroborated by recent 

experimental studies where the trap state densities were found to be sensitive to 

controlled variations in NC stoichiometry achieved either through post-synthesis 

ligand exchange,35 direct thermal deposition,39 solution-based colloidal atomic layer 

deposition,40 and successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR).41 

Optimization of the “effective” NC stoichiometry is complicated by the varied 

chemistry of facets associated with different crystallographic directions (typically 

{111}, {100} and, to a lesser extent, {110}42).35 A stark manifestation of this 

variability is the fact that unlike stable {110} and {100} surfaces,43, 44 (un-

passivated) polar {111} surfaces are unstable and are predicted to undergo 

reconstruction resulting in formation of an ordered sub-monolayer of Pb atoms.45 

Evidence for surface reconstruction is provided by Rutherford backscattering 

experiments on PbSe thin films, where a sub-monolayer (~40%) of Pb atoms, 

consistent with surface reconstruction, was found.46 Additional evidence was 

provided by TEM imaging of PbSe NC {111} facets showing ribbon-like Pb 

structures attributed to surface reconstruction.45  

While considerable advances in controlling the properties of PbX NC films have 

been made, and several theoretical studies showing the importance of surface trap 

states are available,25, 38, 47 the role of surface trap states in the physical picture of 

charge-carrier photo-generation and dynamics remains to be fully addressed. 
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Experimental studies of surface trap states have been carried out using a variety of 

techniques. Photoluminescence studies showed the existence of trap states in as-

synthesized ligand-passivated PbX NCs,48, 49 even before NC film formation. 

Photoluminescence measurements of ligand-exchanged PbX NC films 

demonstrated the presence of trap states31, 50 that could be manipulated with NC size 

and surface treatment.31, 49 Trap states in ligand-exchanged PbX NCs were also 

found in studies utilizing deep-level transient and Fourier-transform photocurrent 

spectroscopies,51 and in spectroscopic measurements of photocurrent in PbS field-

effect transistor devices.52 Even though these studies have provided rich insights into 

the spectroscopic properties of surface trap states, they lacked the spatial resolution 

to visualize the relationship between the local structure of NC surfaces and 

properties of such states. The capability to probe this relationship is critically 

important for the development of a microscopic picture of surface trap states because 

of the wide diversity of local atomic-scale surface structures associated with 

variations in ligand-shell morphologies, the presence of different crystallographic 

facets, NC shape variations, and the effect of surface reconstruction.  

A direct spectroscopic approach for real-space investigations of surface states in 

individual NCs is afforded by a combination of Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 

and Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS), which have been used to probe the electronic 

states in ligand-exchanged PbS NC films.53, 54 Realization of this technique in a high-

stability cryogenic STM system55 enables detailed atomic-scale mapping of electronic 

states in individual NCs. STS-based mapping of the local density of states (DOS) was 

recently used to study the spatial localization and spectral properties of sub-bandgap states 
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in NCs arising due to local off-stoichiometry.56  Here we apply this experimental approach 

to obtain atomic-scale DOS maps of individual ligand-free PbS NCs. Ligand-free NCs 

represent a well-defined model PbX system, unaffected by the uncontrolled variances of 

the ligand shell morphology, which makes this system more open to theoretical 

simulations.44, 57, 58 STS maps show that the majority of studied NC surfaces underwent 

reconstruction accompanied by formation of ordered atomic patterns commensurate with 

the crystallographic structures of the NC surfaces. While these results are in accordance 

with density-functional theory calculations of polar PbS surfaces, where similar modes of 

surface reconstruction were predicted,45 the current manuscript reports, for the first time, 

results demonstrating the connection between the atomic-scale NC surface morphology 

and atomic-scale variations in the electronic DOS.  Importantly, we find that NC surface 

reconstruction results in formation of surface-bound sub-bandgap electronic states, with 

spectral and spatial properties sensitive to the local stoichiometry of NC surfaces. In 

addition, we find that highly off-stoichiometric NC regions show qualitatively different 

defect states with energies deep inside the NC bandgaps. By employing results of 

calculations for off-stoichiometric PbX NCs,38 we infer the presence of off-stoichiometric 

areas from local DOS spectra, and use DOS maps to analyze the local spatial variations in 

stoichiometry. 

 

3.2. Experimental Methods 

A Au(111) substrate surface was prepared, under ultra-high vacuum conditions (~10-11 

Torr), by several cycles of sputtering/annealing, using Ne gas, and annealed at ~400°C. 

Pentanethiol-terminated PbS NCs were synthesized as described previously,56 suspended 
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in pentane, and deposited onto the Au(111) surface using a solenoid pulse-valve. During 

deposition, the Au(111) substrate was held inside the load-lock section of the vacuum 

system, with the pressure not exceeding 10-6 Torr during deposition. Several successive 

bursts of the solenoid valve were used to obtain a sub-monolayer of PbS NCs on the 

Au(111) surface. The Au(111) substrate with deposited NCs was annealed in ultra-high 

vacuum conditions at increasingly higher temperatures until well-defined reproducible 

STM imaging of individual NCs was achieved, with a final annealing temperature of 

~170°C. 

Experiments were conducted using a home-built ultra-high-vacuum STM incorporating 

a Pan-type scanner provided by RHK Technology.55 All STS spectra were recorded using 

a lock-in amplifier operating at a modulation frequency of ~600 Hz, and bias voltage 

modulation varying from ~10 mV (for individual spectra and one-dimensional spatial DOS 

maps) to ~50 mV (for two-dimensional DOS maps). All STM images and STS spectra 

were obtained at a temperature of ~15 K with electrochemically etched Ag tips. 

 

3.3. Experimental Results 

3.3.1. Sample Preparation 

PbS NCs with pentane-thiol ligand shells were deposited on Au(111) surfaces and 

annealed at progressively higher temperatures until ligands were removed. The removal 

of ligands was monitored with STM imaging, which, at the initial stages of annealing, 

typically showed fuzzy patterns consistent with dynamic reorientation of ligands present 

on the NC surface (Figures 3.1a-c). At the final stages of annealing, the majority of NCs 

showed reproducible topographic patterns suggesting the absence of ligand reorientation 
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(Figures 3.1d-f). In addition, STM images of fully-annealed NCs showed disc-like width-

to-height aspect ratios of 2:1 to 3:1 suggesting that significant reconstruction of the 

overall shapes of NCs occurred during the annealing process. The disc-like shapes of 

annealed NCs are consistent with similar shapes of PbS and PbSe NCs grown by 

electrodeposition on Au(111).59, 60 

 

 

Figure 3.1. STM topographies of ligand-covered (a)-(c) and ligand-free (d)-(f) PbS NCs. 

Figures (g)-(i) highlight topographical features observed in (d)-(f). The crystallographic 

directions and NC boundaries are identified with the aid of STS DOS mapping. All STM 

topographies measured with setpoint 2.0 V bias, 1-2 pA tunneling current. 
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The predominance of disc-like shapes in a polar material like PbS, is attributable to the 

reduced electrostatic NC energy (due to screening by the gold surface) enabled by this 

geometry. Importantly, images of fully-annealed NCs often showed surface features 

aligned at specific angles attributable to well-defined crystallographic directions in PbS 

NCs (Figures 3.1g-i). The majority of fully-annealed NCs showed topographic features 

(e.g. NC boundaries and topographic steps) oriented along three main spatial directions 

(specific to each NC) forming 120-degree angles with respect to each other (Figures 3.1g 

and h), even though other orientations have also been observed (Figure 3.1i). The existence 

of such directional order suggests that the top-most NC surfaces (in most cases) roughly 

correspond to {111} crystallographic surfaces, consistent with results of TEM studies of 

PbS NCs terminated with Au clusters,61 where the polar nature of the {111} facets was 

reported to lead to preferential formation of Au/PbS{111} interfaces. Results described in 

the following summarize our studies of 10 fully-annealed individual PbS NCs. 

 

3.3.2. DOS Spectroscopy of NCs 

Energy-dependent DOS spectra (STS spectra) of individual PbS NCs were recorded by 

measuring the differential tunnelling conductance, dI/dV, as a function of the bias voltage 

(see Methods for details of the measurements).62 DOS spectra for all fully-annealed NCs 

show progressions of peaks associated with occupied (negative bias) and unoccupied 

(positive bias) electronic states (Figure 3.2a).  Indeed, while Figure 3.2a shows 

considerable variations in the apparent band gaps (E1,1 - H1 energy difference) for different 

NCs, the DOS spectra, overall, appear quite similar and reminiscent of those calculated for 

stoichiometric ligand-free PbX NCs,44, 57, 58 where the electronic states can be described as 
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quantum-confined particle-in-a-box (PIAB) states originating from the conduction and 

valence bands. The lowest-energy PIAB states are predicted to show s- and p- overall 

orbital symmetries, with their atomic-scale behaviour determined by the corresponding 

Bloch wavefunctions.57 A similar picture of PIAB-like electronic states has been used to 

describe STS spectra for a variety of NCs composed of different semiconductor materials.63 

Then, taking into account the disk-like aspect ratio of studied NCs, the unoccupied states 

in Figure 3.2a could be assigned in the following way: the doublet of closely spaced peaks 

E1,1 and E1,2, may be attributed to electronic states quantized in the XY plane (with E1,1 

being the ground state), whereas the E2 state may be attributed to a single-node state 

quantized in the Z-direction.59 By using the PIAB-like picture of electronic states in Figure 

3.2a, the variations in the apparent bandgap (E1,1 - H1 energy difference) could then 

potentially be explained by variations in NC dimensions, which would modulate the 

energies of the PIAB states via quantum-size effects.64 

 

 

Figure 3.2. (a) DOS spectra for six representative PbS NCs (individual spectra shifted for 

clarity). Occupied (unoccupied) states denoted by Hn (En) respectively. All dI/dV curves 

measured with set-point 1.6-2.6 V bias, 15-30 pA tunneling current. Histogram (bottom) 

of energetic locations and distributions for discernible states E1,1, E2, and H1 for 13 NCs, 

bin size 0.2 eV (b) Bandgaps vs. height for measured NCs overlaid on data for two limiting 

cases: spherical NCs and 2D PbS quantum wells. Open symbols correspond to the E1,1 - H1 

energy differences, whereas closed symbols correspond to values obtained from PIAB 

orbitals differences of many measured DOS spectra in Figure 2a are considerably lower 

than those (as determined from DOS mapping). The curve for spherical PbS NCs, and gray 

shaded region corresponding to 2D PbS quantum wells, were obtained from Moreels et 

al.65 and Lee et al.,66 respectively. 
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The PIAB-like picture of electronic states in Figure 3.2a is challenged, however, by the 

fact that the spacing between peaks E1,1 and E1,2 does not change appreciably from one NC 

to another, being consistently in the range of ~0.2 eV despite significant variations in the 

NC lateral sizes. Further, the apparent bandgaps (E1,1 - H1) energy expected based on the 

physical dimensions of the corresponding NCs. Indeed, many of the apparent bandgaps are 

lower than what would be expected for two-dimensional PbS films of thicknesses matching 

the observed NC heights (Figure 3.2b),67 which is the absolute minimum expected for NCs 

with large spatial dimensions in the XY plane. On the other hand, energy differences 

calculated from E2 - H1 (and in some cases E2 - H2) tend to fall in the range expected for 

bandgaps of disc-like PbS NCs (Figure 3.2b). Together, these observations suggest that 

E1,1 states in Figure 3.2a do not have PIAB-like character, and may potentially be 

associated with sub-bandgap states. Theoretical calculations predict that sub-bandgap 

states are often more strongly localized than PIAB-like states derived from the conduction 

and valence bands,38, 47 which suggests that to establish the nature of electronic states 

observed in Figure 3.2a, it would be useful to obtain information regarding their spatial 

behaviour. To this end, we carried out spatial mapping of DOS spectra for several NCs, as 

described below. 

 

3.3.3. Surface-Reconstruction observed in DOS maps: Results 

We first present DOS maps for NCs that showed DOS delocalized over the NC 

surfaces. For example, Figure 3.3 shows a “cross-sectional” DOS mapping for a NC 

without apparent spectral or spatial features attributable to sub-bandgap states. Indeed, the 

apparent bandgap of this NC falls within the range expected for disc-like NCs (Figure 3.2a, 
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diamond-shaped data-point), unlike the majority of studied NCs. The DOS map (Figure 

3.3b) is composed of a progression of DOS spectra measured across the NC, as shown in 

Figure 3.3a.  In Figure 3.3b, occupied state H1 and all unoccupied states En are visible 

throughout the scan (even though they also show some variations in their intensities), 

which suggests that they may correspond to delocalized PIAB-like states. 

While delocalized states analogous to those of Figure 3.3b were observed for many other 

NCs, their maps were often different from that of Figure 3.3b in that they showed quasi-

periodic spatial modulations of their DOS intensities. An example of a “cross-sectional” 

DOS map for one such NC (referred to as NC1 in the following) is shown in Figure 3.4. 

The DOS spectra measured at different locations on the NC1 surface show a similar 

grouping of occupied and unoccupied states with intensities modulated depending on the 

measurement location (Figures 3.4b and c). In particular, distinct modulations are observed 

for states H1, E1,1 and E1,2 (Figure 3.4b). These modulations occur on a spatial scale far 

exceeding the unit cell of PbS (0.59 nm), suggesting that they are not a product of elemental 

contrast originating from the PbS lattice. The magnitudes of E1,1 - H1 and  E2 - H1 bandgaps 

for NC1 (Figure 3.2a, open and closed circle data-points) suggest the presence of sub-

bandgap states. 

To further investigate the spatial behaviour of electronic states in NC1, we recorded 

DOS spectra across a two-dimensional grid of points covering (roughly) the spatial extent 

of NC1. 2D-spatial maps of electronic states are obtained from this DOS dataset by taking 

values of the DOS at select bias voltages. Such 2D-maps for the most prominent occupied 

and unoccupied states are shown in Figure 3.5 and in supplementary Figures S1 and S2. 

The 2D-spatial maps in Figure 3.5 show that individual states in NC1 have very different 
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characters, except in the E1,n states (Figures 3.5c, and S1c-e), as well as states H1 and 

H†(Figures 3.5d,e; S2a,b), which exhibit similar features and spatial localizations 

respectively. All 2D DOS maps in Figure 3.5 show highly inhomogeneous spatial 

distributions with stripe-like “hot spots” oriented parallel to the <110> crystallographic 

features observed in the STM topography of NC1 (Figure 3.1g). 

 

Figure 3.3. (a) STM topographic image of a PbS NC. (b) DOS "cross-section" mapping 

along the path of the dotted line in (a).  (c) Individual DOS spectra measured at locations 

marked in (a). STS measurements in (b) and (c) were taken with a set-point of 1.9 V bias 

and 30 pA tunneling current. Variations in the energies of electronic states across the NC 

roughly follow the NC topography, which is a result of the locations-specific variation of 

the bias voltage drop inside the NC.56 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4. (a) STM topographic image of NC1. (b) DOS mapping of NC1 along the path 

of the dotted line in (a). (c) Individual DOS spectra for locations marked in (a). STS 

measurements in (b) and (c) were taken with set-point 1.6 V, 30 pA tunneling current. 
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 For example, the DOS map of state E3 (Figure 3.5a) shows two pairs of parallel bright 

“stripes” (marked by solid black lines in Figure 3.5a).  The “stripes” in each pair are 

separated by distances equal to 0.726 nm, which is a close fit to the distance between atomic 

rows located in two different {211} planes. In the following this distance is defined as 3α, 

where α is the distance between two neighbouring {211} planes, as shown in the model in 

Figures 6a and b. The two pairs of bright stripes in Figure 3.5a are separated by a distance 

of 0.968 nm = 4α, which corresponds to the geometry shown in the model in Figure 3.6b, 

where, in contrast to the model in Figure 3.6a, one of the atomic rows is located in a 

different (lower) {111} atomic plane. This geometry is consistent with the topography of 

NC1 (Figure 3.1d), which shows atomic steps separating the regions with the two pairs of 

DOS stripes seen in Figure 3.5a. The DOS map of state E2 (Figure 3.5b) shows somewhat 

less-developed structural order, but features aligned along the same set of black lines are 

visible.  

In contrast, DOS maps of E1,n states (Figures 3.5c, and S1c-e) show a different set of 

bight DOS “stripes” (marked with black lines), which are however, separated by the same 

distance of 0.726 nm = 3α  as found in Figure 3.5a. In addition, all of the DOS “stripes” in 

Figures 3.5c, and S1c-e are either parallel to, or are oriented at exactly 60 with respect to 

the DOS “stripes” from Figure 3.5a, which is consistent with the mutual orientation of two 

different sets of {211} planes, as shown in the model in Figure 3.6a. This, together with 

the spacing of DOS “stripes” in maps of E1,n states, suggests that the latter have a similar 

relationship with the PbS crystallographic structure as features found in the maps of states 

E3 and E2. Stripe-like features similar to those found in maps of E1,n states, are also 

observed for states H† and H1, (black lines in Figures 3.5d and e). The DOS map of state 
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H2 (Figure S2c) shows somewhat less-developed order, with several features orthogonal to 

the bright {211} plane features observed throughout (especially in Figures 3.5a,b) 

suggesting that they lie in {110} planes of NC1. This assignment is supported by the fact 

that these features are separated by distances of ~0.838 nm = 4β, where β is a distance 

between two neighbouring {110} planes, as shown in Figures 3.6c and d. 

The spatial order observed in the DOS maps of NC1 allows us to draw several 

conclusions.  First, the fact that the orientations of bright DOS features in Figures 3.5, S1 

and S2 are in registry with the crystallographic directions and lattice spacings expected for 

a (111) surface, supports the conclusion (originally based on features observed in STM 

imaging – Figure 3.1g) that one of the {111} crystallographic planes of NC1 is parallel to 

the Au(111) surface. By associating the DOS features with specific crystallographic 

directions, we are also able to identify orientations of topographic features in Figure 3.1g 

as corresponding to different <110> directions. Further, the consistency of the spacing 

observed for these bright DOS features in all maps of Figure 3.5, S1 and S2 with the crystal 

structure of PbS suggests that these features are indeed associated with an atomic geometry 

analogous to that seen in the model of reconstructed PbS {111} surfaces displayed in 

Figure 3.6, even though the actual morphology of NC1 is more complex. 
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Figure 3.5. 2D DOS maps of unoccupied (a-c) and occupied (d, e) states for NC1. DOS 

state representations show (from left to right) combination topography/DOS map overlay 

(yellow outline indicates area of DOS mapping), DOS map only, and DOS map with black 

lines showing DOS features that are in registry with NC1 crystallographic features from 

Figure 1g. Parameter α is distance between two neighboring {211} planes, as shown in the 

model in Figures 6a and b. STS measurements taken with set-point 1.6 V bias, 30 pA 

tunneling current. STM topography image measured with set-point 2.0 V bias, 2 pA 

tunneling current. 
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3.3.4. Surface-Reconstruction: Discussion 

The distances between the stripe-like features in Figures 3.5, S1 and S2 are larger 

than the minimal inter-atomic distances expected for the identified crystallographic 

directions. As the idealized model in Figure 3.6 illustrates, this may result from a geometry 

where rows of atoms are missing on the PbS surface. Such surface morphology is consistent 

with the predicted reconstruction of the PbS(111) surface.45 Indeed, the polar nature of PbS 

dictates that termination of a NC with a {111} facet composed of only one element is 

electrostatically unfavourable. Instead, reconstruction of the PbS(111) surface is predicted, 

where, in the ideal case, a {111} facet is stabilized by an additional ordered half-monolayer 

composed of the complementary element.45 While different configurations of the 

additional half-monolayer are possible, one of the configurations that is predicted to give 

the lowest overall energy has a structure with atoms missing in every alternate {211} plane, 

as shown in the model in Figure 3.6a. This structure results in rows of atoms oriented and 

spaced in a manner identical to the arrangement of bright rows in the DOS maps of NC1, 

which strongly suggests that the observed NC1 DOS features are caused by surface 

reconstruction. 

To establish the composition of the reconstructed layer as well as the nature of 

electronic states in Figures 3.5, S1 and S2, we compare these results to theoretical 

predictions. Electronic structure calculations for unpassivated PbS NCs of different shapes 

show that in PbS, unoccupied states are primarily formed from atomic 6p-orbitals of lead, 

while occupied states are primarily formed from atomic 3p-orbitals of sulfur.44 This 

distinction is maintained regardless of the NC shape and stoichiometry,38 which is 

important for the case of NC1, since the model  surface reconstruction shown in Figure 
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3.6a results in surface adatoms in non-stoichiometric environments. We thus expect that 

states E1,n , E2 and E3 must be carried predominantly by surface Pb-atoms, whereas states 

H†, H1 and H2 must be carried predominantly by surface S-atoms. Moreover, non-

stoichiometric Pb-atoms (or S-atoms), are predicted to form localized sub-bandgap states 

split-off from the conduction-band (or valence-band for S-atoms).38 This prediction implies 

that since E1,n states are the lowest-energy unoccupied states, they must be associated with 

non-stoichiometric Pb-adatoms. The strong localization of E1,n “hot spots” along the 

specific crystallographic lines associated with reconstruction features further reinforces 

this assignment. 

 

Figure 3.6 Model representations of relevant PbS fcc crystallographic facets with 

idealized reconstruction features. (a, c) (111)-plane views showing rows of Pb adatoms 

oriented along <110> and <211> directions respectively, with indicated inter-atomic-row 

distances in integer multiples of distances α and β respectively. (b, d) (110)-, and (211)-

plane side-views of the same features as in (a) and (c) showing vertical atomic steps 

responsible for appearance of varied distances between the bright DOS “stripes” in 

Figure 5 and Figure 8. 
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In contrast, the high degree of delocalization of states E2 and E3 identifies them as quantum-

confined PIAB states with spatial distributions modulated by the presence of the periodic 

surface structures formed from Pb-adatoms. Analogously, the spatial localization of states 

H† and H1 suggests that they correspond to surface states produced by reconstruction, 

whereas state H2 should correspond to a PIAB state. These assignments of the origins of 

the different NC1 states are supported by the fact that the NC1 bandgap calculated as E2 - 

H2 is in the correct range for a disk-like NC (determined from Figure 3.2b), unlike the 

apparent bandgap E1,1 - H1, which is at the extreme low end of values corresponding to a 

2D PbS thin film. 

Identification of states E1,n as states carried by reconstructed Pb-adatoms allows us to 

address the existence of multiple peaks in the E1,n band, an observation that was common 

for most studied PbS NCs. Indeed, most of the DOS spectra measured on PbS NCs showed 

at least two E1,n states, separated in all spectra by roughly 200 mV (Figure 3.2a). This 

energetic separation is much larger than the typical vibrational energy scale of PbS,68 which 

rules out current-induced vibrational excitation of NCs69 as a potential cause for the 

appearance of multiple E1,n peaks. Instead, the existence of E1,n bands may be rationalized 

by considering adatom-adatom electronic coupling that has been shown to lead to 

formation of “bonding” and “anti-bonding” electronic states.47 This interaction mechanism 

suggests a scenario analogous to that described in a number of recent STS studies of atomic 

structures similar to that exhibited in the model in Figure 3.6a, where ordered rows of atoms 

adsorbed on surfaces with well-defined crystallographic order were investigated.70-72 In 

these studies, formation of extended electronic states was qualitatively described using the 
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linear-combination-of-atomic-orbitals (LCAO) model. By using this model, E1,n bands 

may be similarly attributed to LCAO-like electronic states formed from orbitals of under-

coordinated Pb adatoms, such that individual E1,n states should correspond to distinctly 

different linear combinations of atomic orbitals. This physical picture not only explains the 

presence of multiple E1,n states, but also the close similarities in their 2D DOS maps 

(Figures 3.5c, S1c-e): because these states are formed from the same atomic orbitals, their 

linear combinations should only differ in their mutual phases, and should produce the same 

spatial distributions. 

 

3.3.5. NCs with Edge-Defects 

While the delocalized E1,n states caused by surface-reconstruction were found in almost 

all of the studied NCs, a qualitatively different type of sub-bandgap state attributable (as 

will be shown in the following) to surface defects was also observed in several NCs. DOS 

spectra showing these defect states for a representative NC (this NC is referred to as NC2 

in the following) are shown in Figure 3.7. Unlike E1,n states, these defects exhibited a 

substantial DOS on the occupied side of the STS spectra (states H†, H1,1 and H1,2 in Figure 

3.7), while defect-related DOS features appearing on the unoccupied side were often less 

pronounced (state E† in Figure 3.7) or absent (see Figure S5 for additional NCs showing 

similar defect-related states). In contrast to E1,n states, the defect states were tightly 

localized, as can be seen, for example, from the dramatic differences in DOS spectra 

measured in neighbouring points P1 and P3 in Figure 3.7. 

To visualize the entire spatial extents of these defect-states, we carried out 2D DOS 

mapping using the experimental approach described above for NC1. Maps of unoccupied 

states for NC2 (Figures 3.8a-c and S3) show a progression of E1,n and E2 states analogous 
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to that of NC1 (Figure 3.5), as well as state E† (Figure 3.8c). For NC2, however, the high-

intensity DOS “stripes” of states E1,n and E2 are oriented at an angle of 30 with respect to 

the NC2 edges, and exhibit spacings of 0.42 nm = 2β and 0.63 nm = 3β suggesting that 

these “stripes” are associated with a different type of surface reconstruction with atomic 

self-assembly along <211> directions, as shown by the atomic model in Figures 3.6c and 

3.6d. 

 

Figure 3.7. DOS spectra for NC2 measured at locations P1-3 shown in the inset STM 

topography. Sections of spectra P1 and P2 containing relevant states have been magnified 

by designated amount for clarity. STS measurements were taken with set-points of 1.5-2.2 

V bias, 10-20 pA tunnelling current. STM topography image measured with set-point 2.0 

V bias, 1 pA tunnelling current. 
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DOS maps of occupied states H1,n and H2 (Figures 3.8d,e and S4b-d) show a 

progression analogous to that of E1,n and E2, except that DOS “stripes” in maps of H1,n 

show reconstruction along a <110> crystallographic direction. In addition, the nature of 

this reconstruction pattern is different from that of E1,n states: comparison of H1,n and E1,n 

maps for NC2 shows that these states are anti-correlated in intensity on the atomic scale 

(Figure S6), which suggests that H1,n and E1,n patterns are formed by atoms corresponding 

to different elements. As with NC1, E1,n states in NC2 should be primarily carried by Pb-

atoms, which means that H1,n states should be carried by S-atoms. This conclusion is further 

strengthened by the results of theoretical calculations, which, in the absence of strong non-

stoichiometry, predict that occupied states should be formed mainly from 3-p orbitals of 

sulphur atoms.38 

A spatial distribution that is dramatically different from previously considered 

reconstruction-induced states are found for the lowest-energy unoccupied state E† (Figure 

3.8c) and highest occupied state H† (Figure 3.8d), which are both strongly localized near 

the bottom-left boundary of NC2. States localized near the same part of the NC2 boundary, 

almost identically to the localization patterns of E† and H†, are also identifiable in all maps 

for the remaining occupied states (Figure 3.8d,e and S4a-d). The very small apparent 

bandgap (E† - H†) associated with these “boundary states”, together with the high degree 

of their spatial localization, suggests their defect-related origin. The spectral characteristics 

of these states are analogous to those obtained in model DFT simulations of highly off-

stoichiometric PbS NCs.38 As discussed earlier, in these calculations, excess of Pb (S) 

atoms leads to the appearance of split-off states below (above) the PIAB-like conduction 
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Figure 3.8. Same as Figure 5 for NC2. Parameters α and β are the distances 

between two neighboring {211} and {110} planes respectively, as shown in the 

model in Figures 6. STM topography image measured with set-point 2.0 V bias, 1 

pA tunneling current. STS maps measured with set-point 1.5 V bias, 20 pA 

tunneling current. 
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(valence) band states. In highly off-stoichiometric conditions, the energies of split-off 

states become sufficiently low (high) for them to appear on the occupied (unoccupied) side 

of DOS spectra. Thus, because with the exception of state E†, no other unoccupied 

“boundary states” are observed (Figures 3.8a,b), and, in contrast, “boundary states” are 

observed in maps of all occupied states, we associate the “boundary states” with sulfur-

rich areas of NC2. 

This assignment is consistent with the presence of extra sulfur atoms in the areas of 

states H1,n, (top-right area of NC2 in Figures 3.8e and S4b,c), which are also localized near 

the NC2 boundaries: the near-boundary localization of states E†, H† and H1,n suggests that 

they could have been formed in a similar fashion, possibly due to migration of some of the 

Pb atoms to the Au(111) surface during annealing. Indeed, migration of Pb atoms to the 

Au substrate appears necessary to explain the existence of sulfur-rich areas, since as-

synthesized PbS NCs are known to have Pb-rich surfaces.65, 73 

 
3.4. Conclusion 

Our results show that reconstruction of polar PbS surfaces can produce a wide variety 

of sub-bandgap states with spatial structures and energies sensitive to the local 

stoichiometry. Both unoccupied and occupied trap states can be created in Pb-rich and S-

rich areas, correspondingly. Wide bands of trap states crossing over the Fermi level can 

also exist in areas with sufficient local off-stoichiometry. The fact that the E1,n states were 

observed in the majority of fully annealed NC DOS suggests that most of these NCs 

underwent surface reconstruction. Indeed, one can expect this behavior to be common for 

ligand-free NCs, since their surfaces are likely to terminate with (111) facets, which are 

prone to reconstruction due to their polar nature.45 This is consistent with DFT calculations, 
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which show that unreconstructed (111) facets, are, in fact, unstable, and stability is only 

obtained for non-polar reconstructed facets.45 In contrast, other facets corresponding to 

main crystallographic directions (100) and (110) are stable in their unreconstructed 

forms.45 

The presented results are directly applicable to thermally-processed NC solids, where 

loss of ligands is likely. Similar structure-dependent effects in the local DOS can also be 

expected for under-stoichiometric surfaces of ligand-passivated PbX NCs, where ligand 

self-assembly at the PbX-ligand interface may proceed with formation of surface-bound 

sub-bandgap states, as also suggested by calculations for CdSe NCs.74, 75 The STS-based 

characterization approach demonstrated in the present manuscript is applicable to NCs 

passivated with atomic-ligands,32 where similar questions of surface adatom self-assembly 

and resulting electronic structure need to be addressed. 
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3.6. Bridge to Chapter IV 

In this chapter we continued our exploration of the spatially resolved DOS of annealed, 

naked, PbS NCs, broadening our observations and discussions of localized electronic states 
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of the bandgap region beyond the previously discussed conduction band-edge manifold of 

states. We observed and discussed a variety of sub-bandgap states, including valence band-

edge and Fermi-level crossing electronic states, and suggested that these states may arise 

due to surface reconstruction of surface Pb and S atoms, as well as significant off-

stoichiometry Pb and S atom regions at the NC surface. In the next chapter, we will use 

density functional theory (DFT) to explore more concretely the relationship between NC 

surface structure, specifically surface reconstruction of the fcc polar (111) surface, and the 

resultant effect on the DOS of PbS. 
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CHAPTER IV 

IMPACT OF SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION ON THE 

ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF LEAD-SULFIDE: AB 

INITIO DFT CALCULATIONS 

 

The computational work described in this chapter was conducted by myself, and Hank I. 

Seeley. Hank conducted the preliminary density functional theory calculations, and 

initiated some of the analytical code used in the analysis of this work. I conducted further 

density functional theory calculations, wrote additional analytical code, as well as 

augmenting the original analytical code written by Hank Seeley, and analysed the 

theoretical data. I am the primary author of the paper that has not yet been submitted for 

publication (as of December 2021) and upon which this chapter is based, with assistance 

and guidance from George V. Nazin. 

 

4.1. Introduction 

Lead-chalcogenide (PbX, where X=S, Se or Te) semiconducting nanocrystals (NC), and 

optoelectronic devices based on thin-films constructed from them, are an active area of 

research1-4 due to their unique electronic properties. These materials are particularly 

appealing for use in the next generation of solar-energy converters because of the tunability 

of their optical properties, efficient multiple exciton generation5-10, and potential for 

extraction of unrelaxed hot carriers11. Indeed, the power conversion efficiency of 

photovoltaic devices constructed from PbX NC thin films has increased rapidly over the 

course of only a few years, with recent device architecture improving external quantum 

efficiency values from 8% to 13% in a little over five years.1, 2, 13 This rapid increase in 
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device performance has been, in part, the result of a better understanding of the role played 

by the NC’s surface structure in determining the electronic properties of these solids.  

Advances in NC device architecture has predominantly come in the form of new surface 

passivating ligands that encapsulate the NCs, and ligand exchange techniques that allow 

for the post-synthetic modification of NC ligand shells. The careful selection of ligand 

types in devices has been shown to enhance charge transport,3, 4 lower the density of charge 

trapping states,5, 6 and produce systematic changes to the electronic band-edge energies of 

NC thin-films.7, 8 Another common post-synthesis modification technique used to increase 

the charge transport in NC thin-films, although less commonly used, is thermal annealing.9-

11 Both of these post-synthesis modification techniques, while necessary for achieving 

optimal charge transport in the NC films, may radically alter the surface structure and 

ligand coordination of individual NCs, leading to imperfections in surface passivation or 

local stoichiometry. Imperfections such as these are thought to result in the appearance of 

sub-bandgap states in PbX NCs, which can have significant deleterious impact on charge 

transport, recombination, and extraction in thin-films.14-16 These sub-bandgap states have 

been observed in processed NC thin-films via techniques such as photoluminescence;17-19 

deep level transient spectroscopy, thermal admittance spectroscopy, and Fourier transform 

photocurrent spectroscopy;20 scanning tunneling spectroscopy;21-23 and photocurrent 

measurements on NC-based field-effect transistors.24 Despite our ability to identify these 

states in bulk NC-based materials, we still lack a fundamental understanding of their 

microscopic origin, i.e. their dependence on the structure and chemical composition of 

individual NCs.  
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One of the most common approaches used for investigating the electronic structures of 

NCs is ab initio calculations, such as Density Functional Theory (DFT), applied to model 

NC systems. In the recent past, DFT studies have found a correlation between sub-bandgap 

states and PbX NCs with local non-stoichiometry, i.e. deviation from a 1:1 ratio of Pb:X 

atoms, with excess chalcogen or Pb atoms producing either valence or conduction band 

derived sub-bandgap states, respectively.25, 26 Based on these calculations, significant sub-

bandgap state density is predicted when NC surfaces are dominated by either Pb or S 

terminated (111) facets, which can be locally non-stoichiometric. However, despite the 

insights gained through such theoretical investigations, it is difficult to draw conclusions 

from such results without confirmation from experiment. Determining the precise origin of 

NC sub-bandgap states has been, up until recently, nearly impossible, and arises from the 

fact that there are few experimental techniques capable of probing the electronic structure 

of individual NCs. 

The experimental techniques of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy 

(STS) comprise a unique combination of powerful tools capable of probing the physical, 

chemical and electronic structure of individual NCs on the atomic scale. Using these 

techniques, we recently reported on the observation of localized sub-bandgap states on 

ligand-free PbS NCs (Figure 4.1).22, 23 The topographic map in figure 4.1a shows a ligand-

free PbS NC on a Au(111) substrate, from which we were able to identify specific 

crystallographic directions, based on the relative orientation of NC surface features and 

boundaries (white lines). Most of the NCs observed had features aligned along one of three 

spatial directions forming 120-degree angles suggesting that these NCs were aligned with 

their (111)-type facets oriented parallel to the Au substrate, as described in the previous 
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chapters. This preferential NC orientation is likely due to the stabilizing interface formed 

between PbS(111) and Au(111) surfaces, as a result of the polar nature of the PbS(111) 

surface.27 Indeed, the stabilization of PbS (111) surfaces by Au has been observed in 

electrodeposited PbS on Au(111),28, 29 and is attributed to the electrostatic screening of the 

polar PbS surface. In addition, the NCs were found to have width-to-height ratios of 2:1 to 

3:1 after annealing, indicating that stabilizing NC-substrate interactions were in fact taking 

place. 

 

Figure 4.1. Enhanced STM topography of PbS NC with crystallographic features in 

registry with (111) facet, including features with 120° angles (a). Single point STS showing 

progression of sub-bandgap states E1,n (b) for points P1 and P2 in (c). Enhanced topography 

and real space correspondence (c) with single point STS  spectra seen in (b) and 2D dI/dV 

intensity map from (d). Single energy 2D dI/dV intensity map of sub-bandgap state E1,1 of 

PbS NC showing the commensurability of dI/dV intensity features with NC (111) facet 

topographic features in (a). 

 

 

Energy- and spatially-dependent DOS data were acquired by conducting differential 

conductance (dI/dV) STS measurements for individual PbS NCs.30 Two DOS spectra from 

a representative NC are shown in figure 4.1b, taken at spatial locations P1 and P2 in figure 

4.1c. From these measurements, we found reproducible well-defined peaks, corresponding 

to occupied (H) or unoccupied (E) electronic states. Significantly, all NCs displayed similar 

progressions of such states with energetic separations between the E1,1 and H1 states (the 
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apparent bandgap) of nearly all NCs studied being significantly lower than that expected 

for PbS NCs of this size. The apparent bandgap of the NC shown in figure 4.1b (~1.7 eV) 

is near the minimum expected for a PbS quantum well of similar thickness, and 

significantly smaller than a fully zero-dimensional NC.31, 32 By contrast, the energy 

difference measured between the E2 and H1 peaks in the STS spectra do fall within the 

expected energy range for zero dimension PbS NCs. These two observations suggest that 

the closely spaced E1,n peaks, which were observed in nearly all NCs measured by STS, are 

likely associated with sub-bandgap states.22, 23 

To investigate the nature of sub-bandgap states E1,n, we recorded thousands of STS 

spectra encompassing the band-gap region and across a two-dimensional grid covering the 

spatial extent of the PbS NCs. By compiling the two-dimensional grids of dI/dV spectra 

for selected bias voltages at the conduction band-edge, we are able to generate energy-

dependent, spatially resolved, DOS intensity maps for individual NC states. From the 

spatial distribution of the E1,1 state, at the conduction band edge, of our representative NC 

(Figure 4.1), we found that the sub-bandgap states are localized in “stripe”-like features on 

the NC surface. The spatial extent of the “stripe”-like DOS features was compared with 

atomic features discerned from topographic images of the same NCs and found to align 

with NC <110> crystal directions and separated by distances of approximately 0.726 nm 

[stripes are emphasized with black lines in figure 4.1d], thus in keeping with the atomic 

structure of the (111) facet determined by topographic analysis for the PbS NC surface. 

The crystallographic orientation and separation of the DOS features, in correlation with the 

observed topographic features, of the observed NCs are reminiscent of PbSe (111) surface 

reconstruction features, composed of a half-monolayer of adatoms,33 with atoms missing 
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from alternating <110> rows.34 The reconstructed surface is predicted to result in an 

energetically stable surface structure – unlike the unstable structures with fully-occupied 

(111) facets.34, 35  

In our papers we attribute the formation of sub-bandgap states in the measured NCs to 

the presence of locally non-stoichiometric, partially terminated, reconstructed (111)Pb 

surfaces similar to surface structures predicted by recent DFT calculations.25, 26, 35 This 

finding is significant, because although the existence of sub-bandgap states in lead 

chalcogenide NCs is well established,17-24  and partially terminated (111) surfaces have 

been experimentally observed,33, 34 no direct connection between the two has previously 

been made. In addition, despite the well-known existence of such partially-terminated 

(111)-type reconstructed surfaces on PbX NCs,33, 34 their impact on the PbX electronic 

structure has not been previously reported. 

Thus, due to the correlation observed between the topographic, crystallographic, and 

DOS features of the observed NCs in our,22, 23 as well as other’s research,26, 33, 34 we 

proposed that this type of PbX surface reconstruction is responsible for the DOS stripe-like 

features observed, and furthermore, can be shown to produce sub-bandgap states in PbX 

NCs. In this chapter, we build on our experimental results by investigating the relationship 

between surface reconstruction and sub-bandgap states in PbS NCs via ab initio DFT 

calculations. Specifically, we examine the effect of surface reconstruction of the (111) 

surface on the PbS electronic structure, and compare it to that of other low energy PbS 

surfaces, as well as to the bulk PbS electronic structure. The following theoretical results, 

in conjunction with our previous experimental work, clearly show that such reconstructed 
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surfaces indeed lead to significant alteration of the PbS electronic structure, and are likely 

to result in the formation of sub-bandgap states in PbX NCs. 

 

4.2. DFT Theoretical Methods.  

Ab initio density functional theory (DFT) calculations were conducted using the 

Quantum Espresso Software package36 on idealized model PbS periodic 2-D slab structures 

with 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed surfaces, similar to model surface reconstruction 

described by Deringer et al. for DFT simulations of PbS and PbSe surfaces.35 The absence 

of Pb or S atoms from the (111) surface along the <110> direction (Figure 4.2a) results in 

a periodic asymmetry of the PbS lattice, leading to lattice strain,35 and manifesting as a 

perturbation to the system. When the perturbation to an otherwise periodic system – i.e. 

surface reconstruction – is greater in extent than the parent materials Primitive Cell (PC), 

the PC is no longer an appropriate description of the system and the use of a supercell (SC) 

to calculate the electronic structure becomes necessary.12, 37 Idealized slab models rather 

than finite nanocrystals, which intrinsically contain multiple different crystallographic 

facets, were used to eliminate the interaction of surface effects from different NC facets 

and simplify analysis. In addition, the SC slab model approach is widely used for the 

accurate determination of effects on the physical and electronic structure of semiconductors 

by surface reconstruction,34, 35 and a allows for the use of standard basis function methods 

to solve the Schrödinger equation.38 
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PbX crystals form a face centered cubic (FCC), or “rock salt”,  crystal structure. The 2 

x 1 reconstructed (111) surface SC slab models were constructed using the software 

package Quantum ATK version 2015.1.39, 40 Figure 4.2 contains representations of both the 

un-relaxed (Figure 4.2a), and relaxed (Figure 4.2b,c) 2 x 1 reconstructed (111) surface (Pb 

variant) structures, and are similar to slab models used by Fang et al.34 and Deringer et al.35 

Figure 4.2. Idealized model of a PbS 2x1 

reconstructed (111)Pb surface (a), with 

real space crystallographic directions 

(black dashed arrows) and corresponding 

reciprocal space wave-vector directions 

(red arrows and 1st BZ special point 

labels). Pb atoms are gray circles with 

cyan outlines, S atoms are yellow circles 

with dashed black outlines, Pb surface 

vacancies transparent with cyan outlines. 

Subfigure (b) shows  a top-down view – 

(111) facet –  of the real space 

displacement (in x, and y) between 

unrelaxed  and relaxed atomic positions 

of Idealized model of a PbS 2x1 

reconstructed (111)Pb surface seen in (a). 

Sub-figure (c) is the side view – (101) 

facet – for the model slab described 

above, highlighting displacements of slab 

atoms along the direction normal to the 

surface facet. 
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in their treatments of PbX (111) surfaces. The 2 x 1 reconstructed surface is defined here 

as a half-filled (111) facet with Pb or S vacancies of every other row (inter row distance β 

= 7.255 Å) extending along the [1̅10] direction. These SC slab models consisted of 12 

primitive cells (PC) in a 1 x 2 x 6 (x, y, z) arrangement with 12 S and 12 Pb atoms (to 

maintain stoichiometry), and a total slab thickness of 2.07 nm. The SC slab models are 

oriented such that the 2 x 1 reconstructed (111) surface facet is normal to the z-axis. To 

prevent the formation of a dipole across the 2 x 1 reconstructed (111) slab model, resulting 

from oppositely terminated Pb and S top and bottom surfaces for (111)Pb and (111)S 

reconstruction variants, both surfaces were terminated with either Pb or S atoms 

respectively, with [1̅01] reconstruction rows alternately populated (Figure 4.2a).  

The surface energy and electronic structure of the various PbS slab models was 

calculated using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation 

(GGA)41 exchange-correlation functional in a plane-wave basis, as utilized in the PWscf 

package (Quantum Espresso).42 The cut-off energy for the plane-wave expansion of the 

wave functions was set to 544.2 eV, core electrons were described by the projector-

augmented-wave (PAW) method,43, 44 and the pseudo potentials used treat Pb 5d orbitals 

as outer shell (valence) orbitals for this calculation. Spin-orbit coupling was included in all 

electronic structure calculation because of its previously determined importance in PbX 

systems.26, 42, 45 Initially, the Brillouin zone (BZ) of the reconstructed PbS slabs was 

sampled using a 9x9x1 Monkhorst-Pack k grid, unless otherwise stated.46 Prior to 

calculating electronic properties, all slab systems were relaxed until the force on each atom 

was less than 0.03 eV/angstrom, and the change in energy between two self-consistent 

steps was less than 1.4 meV. In addition, the bulk-like atoms (at the center of the slab 
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models) were held at the fixed bulk coordinates during the relaxation step, as calculated 

for a primitive cell under the applied DFT method. 

 

4.3. Theoretical Modeling Results and Discussion 

4.3.1. Slab relaxation calculation; surface energy and Löwdin population analysis.  

In our DFT modeling of PbS surfaces, we investigated several different crystallographic 

facets including the (100), and the 2 x 1 reconstructed (111) surface, these surfaces having 

been shown to be among the most energetically stable for PbX systems.35 We calculated 

the surface energy for two basic types of the  2 x 1 reconstructed (111) surface 

corresponding to the Pb- and S-terminated variants of the same structure; referred to 

hereafter as 2 x 1 (111)Pb and (111)S, respectively. Note that only the reconstructed 

(111)Pb variant of the reconstructions is shown in Figure 4.2a, since the structure of  2 x 1 

(111)S is identical prior to relaxation but with the positions of Pb and S atoms interchanged. 

All slab models were constructed with similar thicknesses (from 2.07 to 2.36 nm, as 

measured from the centers of surface atoms) so as to disentangle the effects of surface 

reconstruction from the effects of quantum confinement. We find that the 2 x 1 (111)Pb 

surface is relatively stable with a surface energy (𝛾) of 1.83 eV/nm2—the second lowest 

energy of all surfaces considered here—and is consistent with previous theoretical results 

for reconstructed PbX surfaces.34, 35 In contrast, the 2 x 1 (111)S surface was found to be 

less stable (𝛾 = 2.27 eV/nm2), which further supports the identification of PbS NC surfaces 

observed in our experiment in the main as belonging to the 2 x 1 (111)Pb type. Indeed, this 

is consistent with states comprised of mostly Pb atomic orbital character,26, 47 since the sub-

bandgap states observed in our experiment were located above the Fermi level close to the 
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conduction band-edge, and in is keeping with experimental and theoretical predictions for 

Pb-rich NC surfaces.26, 34, 48 

In our analysis of the relaxation of the 2 x 1 (111)Pb SC slab structure significant atomic 

displacements from bulk atomic positions were observed for individual SC slab atoms, 

especially at the surface, in agreement with previous reported findings.35 Pb atoms at the 

surface relaxed inward towards the center of the slab (Figure 4.2c) by ~0.3 Angstrom, and 

laterally towards Pb vacancy row. Sulfur atoms of the subsurface (111) facet displayed 

bimodal relaxation behavior with Sa atoms displaced upward orthogonal to the slab surface 

facet and towards nearest surface Pb atoms, while Sb atoms were displaced laterally 

towards the nearest Pb surface reconstruction rows with negligible movement in the normal 

direction to the slab surface (Figure 4.2b,c). Subsequent Pb and S (111) facets of the SC 

slab show similar repeating patterns of bimodal relaxation behavior, though to a 

significantly reduced degree, with correlation of atomic displacement observed along 

alternating (01̅0) facets of the SC slab. The atomic displacements observed for Pb surface 

atoms and sub-surface S atoms makes sense given that atoms on (111) surface facets for 

an fcc lattice lack three nearest neighbors, and reconstruction leads to missing Pb atoms 

along every other row in the [1̅10] direction, inhibiting normal charge transfer and bonding 

for surface Pb atoms and subsurface S atoms as compared to the bulk. Note: the 

displacement of atoms on and near the bottom surface of the slab mirror the displacements 

of the atoms on the top surface. 

Löwdin population analysis, as implemented by the Quantum Espresso code,36 was 

conducted for both relaxed and unrelaxed 2 x 1 (111)Pb SC slabs to observe and understand 

changes in electron density for atoms on and near the SC slab surface. The compound 
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semiconductor PbS is traditionally classified as an ionic lattice, with charge transfer from 

metal Pb atoms to non-metal S atoms, producing Pb2+ cations and S2- anions. However, 

electronegativity differences between Pb and S would suggest that the interaction is not 

strictly ionic, but rather has significant covalent character. In compound semiconductors 

such as PbS, where the character of the bonding environment is somewhere between ionic 

and covalent, the lack of neighboring cations at the surface, and resultant surface 

reconstruction, has the effect of reducing the Madelung potential, lowering the energy of 

an electron in the surface cations and producing states split off from the conduction band 

edge.49 As seen in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 the Pb and S atoms of the SC slab do not achieve the 

charge separation of the purely ionic condition, nor should this be expected, and indicates 

instead only partial charge transfer from Pb to S atoms of the SC slab.34, 35 

In Table 4.1, for the unrelaxed SC slab, Löwdin population analysis indicates charge 

separation at the surface, with Pb surface atoms carrying more charge density than Pb 

atoms of the slab interior, likely a direct result of reduced coordination and bonding at the 

surface for these atoms (loss of three S nearest neighbors). Sub-surface sulfur atoms Sa and 

Sb for the unrelaxed slab also show differences in electron density, when compared to each 

other as well as with slab interior S atoms, resulting from differing coordination 

environments at the surface, and the loss Pb atom nearest neighbors at the surface. 
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Table 4.1. Löwdin Charge Analysis for Un-relaxed 2 x 1 (111)Pb SC Slab  

Atom # Atom type Total Charge s orbital p orbital d orbital 

1 Pb 13.5392 1.9274 1.6156 9.9962 

2 S 6.4070 1.8201 4.5869 0.0000 

3 S 6.4686 1.8424 4.6262 0.0000 

4 Pb 13.4705 1.9133 1.5614 9.9959 

5 Pb 13.5339 1.9499 1.5869 9.9971 

6 S 6.4276 1.7970 4.6306 0.0000 

7 S 6.4371 1.8015 4.6356 0.0000 

8 Pb 13.5241 1.9372 1.5903 9.9966 

9 Pb 13.5086 1.9300 1.5821 9.9965 

10 S 6.4353 1.7989 4.6364 0.0000 

11 S 6.4340 1.7979 4.6361 0.0000 

12 Pb 13.5160 1.9342 1.5853 9.9966 

13 Pb 13.5159 1.9342 1.5852 9.9966 

14 S 6.4367 1.7991 4.6377 0.0000 

15 S 6.4354 1.7980 4.6374 0.0000 

16 Pb 13.5252 1.9373 1.5913 9.9966 

17 Pb 13.5096 1.9301 1.5830 9.9965 

18 S 6.4377 1.8016 4.6361 0.0000 

19 S 6.4279 1.7970 4.6309 0.0000 

20 Pb 13.4701 1.9133 1.5610 9.9959 

21 Pb 13.5339 1.9498 1.5871 9.9971 

22 S 6.4067 1.8200 4.5867 0.0000 

23 S 6.4669 1.8424 4.6246 0.0000 

24 Pb 13.5389 1.9274 1.6154 9.9962 
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Table 4.2. Löwdin Charge Analysis for Relaxed 2 x 1 (111)Pb SC Slab 

Atom # Atom type Total Charge s orbital p orbital d orbital 

1 Pb 13.5161 1.8821 1.6420 9.9920 

2 S 6.4271 1.8000 4.6271 0.0000 

3 S 6.4364 1.8006 4.6358 0.0000 

4 Pb 13.4829 1.9244 1.5625 9.9959 

5 Pb 13.5348 1.9460 1.5922 9.9966 

6 S 6.4281 1.7941 4.6340 0.0000 

7 S 6.4403 1.7987 4.6416 0.0000 

8 Pb 13.5259 1.9358 1.5937 9.9964 

9 Pb 13.5043 1.9355 1.5722 9.9966 

10 S 6.4400 1.8011 4.6389 0.0000 

11 S 6.4286 1.7959 4.6326 0.0000 

12 Pb 13.5152 1.9353 1.5833 9.9966 

13 Pb 13.5150 1.9353 1.5830 9.9966 

14 S 6.4411 1.8010 4.6400 0.0000 

15 S 6.4292 1.7959 4.6333 0.0000 

16 Pb 13.5268 1.9360 1.5944 9.9964 

17 Pb 13.5056 1.9356 1.5734 9.9966 

18 S 6.4419 1.7990 4.6429 0.0000 

19 S 6.4295 1.7944 4.6351 0.0000 

20 Pb 13.4835 1.9245 1.5632 9.9959 

21 Pb 13.5351 1.9460 1.5925 9.9966 

22 S 6.4273 1.8000 4.6273 0.0000 

23 S 6.4364 1.8004 4.6360 0.0000 

24 Pb 13.5158 1.8823 1.6415 9.9921 

 

Upon relaxation (Table 4.2) the total charge of Pb surface atoms decreases. In addition, 

the difference in partial charges for sub-surface Sa and Sb atoms is substantially reduced, 

indicating increased interaction and coupling, allowing for improved distribution of 

electron density at the surface. In addition, partial charge distribution increases for valence 

p atomic orbitals, at the expense of s atomic orbitals, on both surface Pb and subsurface S 

atoms, suggestive of enhanced coupling at the (111)Pb SC slab surface through increased 

p-orbital overlap. Thus, significant charge separation at the surface in the unrelaxed SC 
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slab can be said to drive relaxation and displacement of surface atoms for the purpose of 

improved coupling and charge distribution for atoms in the (111)Pb SC  slab surface region. 

 

4.3.2. Electronic structure 

4.3.2.1. Super-cell Brillouin Zone (SBZ) band diagram dispersion 

Having verified that the formation of the 2 x 1 (111)Pb surface is energetically favorable, 

and that reconstruction followed by relaxation causes changes to the surface electronic 

environment as observed in the Löwdin population analysis between the un-relaxed vs. 

relaxed slabs, we now turn our attention to effects of reconstruction and relaxation on the 

PbS electronic structure. As a result of the SC model being much larger than the PbS PC, 

the resultant SBZ is much smaller than the corresponding PBZ, due to the inverse size 

relationship between real and reciprocal space (k-space) vectors. This condition obliges us 

to accept the inherent folding of the Primitive cell Brillouin Zone (PBZ) along prescribed 

symmetry directions into a corresponding Supercell Brillouin Zone (SBZ), resulting in the 

convolution of PBZ electronic bands to form SBZ electronic bands. In addition, the finite 

thickness of the SC slab model – between 2 to 2.5 nm – essentially collapses all SBZ wave-

vectors (K) in the x-y plane along the z-axis, effectively producing a two-dimensional band 

structure where bands along the z-axis demonstrate little if any dispersive character E(K) 

(i.e. flat band conditions). Thus, for simplicity, we will reference the following descriptions 

of the SBZ band structure using the Surface SBZ nomenclature, where the reciprocal space 

(k-space) relationships between the 3D- and surface 2D-PBZ, and Surface SBZ can be seen 

in figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3. Representation of, and reciprocal (k) space relationships between, 3D- and 

surface 2D-Primitive cell Brillouin Zones (PBZ) and the Super cell Brillouin Zone (SBZ) 

for the 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed FCC PbS supercell. FCC structure 3D, surface 2D PBZ, 

and surface SBZ represented in solid black, purple hashmark, and solid cyan lines 

respectively. Reciprocal space special points labeled for both 3D (L, X special points 

marked by red, and dark blue circles respectively) and surface 2D (letters with over-bars) 

representations. The corresponding symmetry point correspondences between different BZ 

representations indicated with vertical colored (La symmetry in pink, Lb symmetry in dark 

blue, and Lc symmetry in green) hash-marked lines. Corresponding real space crystal 

directions added for reference. 
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For the 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed SC slab the Γ/M and M′ symmetry points of the 

surface SBZ (Figure 4.3) are of prime importance due to their correspondence with the L-

points (4-fold degenerate) of the 3D PBZ. The L-points of the 3D PBZ are the special 

points in the fcc lattice associated with the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction 

band minimum (CBM), delineating the bandgap, and define the semiconducting properties, 

of PbS.42, 50, 51 In the 2D-PBZ representation, special points labelled M describe all wave-

vectors lying along a vertical segment connecting corresponding L- and X-points, 

including all intervening wave-vectors, of the 3D-PBZ. The 2D-PBZ special point labelled 

M, which includes the L111̅ symmetry point of the 3D-PBZ and all wave vectors along the 

Lb segment, is effectively folded into the surface SBZ Γ point, which includes the L111 

point of the 3D PBZ, and all wave vectors along the La segment producing the special point 

Γ/M in the surface SBZ representation. Whereas, the 2-fold degenerate special points 

labeled M′, which separately are composed of the L11̅1̅ and L1̅11̅ -points and respective 

wave-vectors of the 3D-PBZ along the individual Lc segments, of the 2D surface PBZ and 

2D-SBZ, remain distinct. Note that M and M′ are symmetry equivalent wave-vectors in the 

non-reconstructed case, and thus degenerate in the 2D surface PBZ representation.  

Figures 4.4 through 4.7 show the calculated SBZ band diagrams, with various defined 

atomic orbital contributions, Pb surface atoms (Figure 4.4), Pb core atoms (Figure 4.5), S 

subsurface atoms (Figure 4.6), S core atoms (Figure 4.7), for both the unrelaxed and 

relaxed 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed SC slab models along the specified high symmetry 

directions (red box in figure 4.3) of the surface SBZ representation. To disentangle the 

effects of surface reconstruction from structural relaxation SBZ band structures for both 

unrelaxed (Figures 4.4a – 4.7a) and relaxed (Figures 4.4b – 4.7b) structures are shown. 
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Somewhat surprisingly, despite the loss of nearest neighbors and reduced coordination 

(high density of dangling bonds) on the (111)Pb surface, the calculated SBZ band structure 

for both relaxed and unrelaxed (111)Pb SC structures (Figures 4.4– 4.7) exhibit fairly 

dispersive 𝐸(�⃗⃗� ), which would indicate significant mixing of atomic orbitals and thus a 

relative resilience to the formation of trap states due to electron localization as a result of 

surface Pb vacancies. We note that, in general, the band dispersion character of both the 

unrelaxed and relaxed SC structures exhibit many structural similarities, though band 

energies, especially at SBZ special points, differ markedly. Indeed, for both relaxed and 

unrelaxed SC slab structures the dispersion character for bands of nominally symmetry 

equivalent wave vectors Γ/M, and M′ are appreciably dissimilar pointing to the highly 

perturbative effect of 2 x 1 (111)Pb surface reconstruction on the PbS electronic structure. 

A prime example of this perturbation can be seen in bands C1 and C2, the two lowest 

unoccupied (conduction) bands, for symmetry points Γ/M and M′, which are separated by 

~200 meV (C1
Γ/M

 and C2
Γ/M

) and ~ 5 meV (C1
M′ and C2

M′) respectively in the relaxed case, 

with approximately half the separation at the Γ/M point in the unrelaxed case. This loss of 

band degeneracy between bands C1 and C2 of the Γ/M point, as compared to C1 and C2 at 

the M′ (in addition to band pairs C3/C4 and C5/C6 higher in the conduction band)49 is 

indicative of significant difference in the potential environment at the surface. 
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Figure 4.4a. and 4.4b. Surface Pb atom-orbital contribution, dispersion band diagrams for 

the un-relaxed and relaxed 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed SC, respectively. Red-black-blue 

colored bands indicate a high-normal-low atomic orbital character contribution for each 

2D surface SBZ band for surface Pb atomic orbitals of the SC. Wave-vectors corresponding 

to special points of the Surface SBZ are indicated with horizontal dashed lines and 

correspond to wave-vectors along the path of the red box in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.5a and 4.5b Core Pb atom-orbital contribution, dispersion band diagrams for 

the un-relaxed and relaxed 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed SC, respectively. Red-black-blue 

colored bands indicate a high-normal-low atomic orbital character contribution for each 

2D surface SBZ band for core Pb atomic orbitals of the SC. Wave-vectors corresponding 

to special points of the Surface SBZ are indicated with horizontal dashed lines and 

correspond to wave-vectors along the path of the red box in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.6a and 4.6b Sub-surface S atom-orbital contribution, dispersion band diagrams 

for the un-relaxed and relaxed 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed SC, respectively. Red-black-

blue colored bands indicate a high-normal-low atomic orbital character contribution for 

each 2D surface SBZ band for subsurface S atomic orbitals of the SC. Wave-vectors 

corresponding to special points of the Surface SBZ are indicated with horizontal dashed 

lines and correspond to wave-vectors along the path of the red box in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.7a and 4.7b Core S atom-orbital contribution, dispersion band diagrams for the 

un-relaxed and relaxed 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed SC, respectively. Red-black-blue 

colored bands indicate a high-normal-low atomic orbital character contribution for each 

2D surface SBZ band for core S atomic orbitals of the SC. Wave-vectors corresponding to 

special points of the Surface SBZ are indicated with horizontal dashed lines and correspond 

to wave-vectors along the path of the red box in Figure 4.3. 
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Upon relaxation, further perturbative effects on the SC band structure are observed, the 

most important of which is that the CBM (C1
Γ/M

) of the relaxed structure is located at the 

Γ/M-point, while C1
M′ lies ~200 meV higher at the M′-point, whereas the CBM for the un-

relaxed structure is located at the M′-point. In addition, a comparison of the energy 

difference between the highest occupied V1 and lowest unoccupied C1 bands for the Γ/M 

and M′ points of the relaxed structure show significant disparities, with V1 - C1 differences 

of 0.26 eV and 0.68 eV, respectively. Indeed, the highest occupied band of the M′ 

symmetry V1
M′ is significantly depressed in energy as compared to that of the Γ/M 

symmetry V1
Γ/M

, a difference of 0.22 eV. An effect of relaxation thus is the lowering in 

energy of Γ/M CB states over that of the M′ CB states, as well as all VB states for both 

symmetry points. These significant differences in band dispersion character, and loss of 

band degeneracy, between the Γ/M and M′ points for both the unrelaxed and relaxed SC 

slab result from the surface atomic anisotropy (i.e. surface reconstruction) of the system, 

and indicate the perturbed nature of the electronic environment, i.e. potential, at the surface 

as compared to the slab interior. 

Analysis of surface Pb atom d-band states at the Γ/M point (Figure  4.8), for unrelaxed 

and relaxed structures, further supports the contention that these atoms are in a different 

electronic environment as compared to atoms of the slab interior. Pb d-orbitals for both 

relaxed and unrelaxed SC structures are relatively unmixed, apart from other Pb d-orbitals, 

as compared to significant mixing of S/Pb s and p atomic orbitals of higher bands, and 

constitute the lowest valance band states, isolated deep in the electronic structure of the 

PbS (111)Pb SC slab. As a result of loss of nearest neighbors, reconstruction, and 
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relaxation, the valence states of surface Pb atoms will be significantly more affected by 

changes in the electronic environment at the SC slab surface, than will their counterparts 

in the slab interior. In figure 4.8 surface Pb d-states exhibit the lowest energies of all Pb d-

states, for both relaxed and unrelaxed cases, by 100 and 600 meV respectively, evidence 

of their isolation and indicative of the potential difference for surface Pb atoms as 

compared with that of atoms elsewhere in the SC slab. The difference in energy for surface 

Pb atom d-states between the unrelaxed and relaxed case results from the relaxation of 

surface Pb atoms towards sub-surface S atoms (Figure 4.2), the electrons in d-orbitals of 

the Pb surface atoms overall potential changes as a result of their proximity to sub-surface 

S atoms, reducing their isolation, increasing electronic interactions, leading to an overall 

increase in energies of the electrons in these states. Despite the increase in Pb d-orbital 

energies upon relaxation, the surface Pb atom potential environment remains dissimilar 

enough, as compared with that of the slab interior Pb d-states. This difference in the 

electronic environment of the surface, compared to the slab interior, will have important 

consequences for the band-edge states of the PbS SC slab. 
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Figure 4.8 Histograms for the gamma point Pb d-state eigenvalues of the un-relaxed 

(top), relaxed (bottom) 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed PbS SC. Surface(core) Pb d-state 

eigenvalues are highlighted in red(blue). 
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4.3.2.2. Atomic orbital projection onto SBZ bands 

Given that surface localization is a defining characteristic of sub-band gap states in our 

experimental STM studies of PbS NCs,22, 52 ascertaining the spatial distribution of atomic 

orbital contribution for specific atoms of the SC lattice, i.e. surface Pb atoms, to the band-

edge states should provide important insights into the likely origin of sub-bandgap states 

in PbS NCs. The amount of atomic orbital character associated with each band of the 

(111)Pb SC slab model was determined by the projection of SC wavefunctions onto atomic 

wavefunctions using the Quantum Espresso post processing project.x code.36 Custom 

MATLAB code (MATLAB version 2016b) was used to extract, process, and display the 

atomic orbital projection data produced by the QE output, for a given atom or set of atoms 

of the SC slab, and is visualized in figures 4.4–4.7 through the use of a blue-black-red color 

gradient scheme applied to the SC bands. The overall atomic orbital contribution from a 

specific SC slab atom(s) was determined by adding the atomic orbital contribution from 

the specified atom(s) for a particular state and normalizing by all contributions to the state 

for all of the atoms in the SC slab. For example, atomic orbital contributions from Pb 

surface atoms (two atoms, one from the top and bottom surfaces of the SC slab, out of 

twenty-four total atoms in the SC slab model, twelve Pb and twelve S atoms) totaling more 

than 0.083 (or 1/12th) of the total normalized contribution to any particular state are 

described as over-contributing to that state.  Thus, the extent to which any state would be 

characterized as “localized at the surface” would be supported, in part, by the over-

contribution (gray – red highlighting) by surface Pb atoms as derived from atomic orbital 

projection. 
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Not surprisingly, our findings indicate that the conduction(valence) band-edge states are 

primarily derived from Pb(S) atomic orbitals (Figures 4.4–4.7), a finding which is well 

documented in many DFT studies of PbS and lead chalcogenide salts in general.26, 47, 50 

What is notable here is the sizeable difference in contribution to band-edge states from 

surface, sub-surface, and slab-interior atoms, and the marked change in atomic orbital 

contribution upon relaxation of the SC structure. Atomic orbital projections for both 

unrelaxed and relaxed (111)Pb SC structures (Figure 4.4a and 4.4b) show moderate to high 

surface Pb atomic-orbital contribution to conduction band-edge states (C1 and C2), 

especially at the Γ/M and M′ points of the surface SBZ. In general, the decrease in atomic 

orbital contribution to the conduction band-edge upon relaxation, especially for bands C1 

and C2 in general, and at the M′ points specifically, is dramatic and further highlights the 

electronic isolation of surface Pb atoms prior to relaxation, as seen in Löwdin population 

analysis (Tables 1 and 2). Concurrently, the overall reduction in surface Pb character for 

conduction bands C1 and C2 upon relaxation, especially at the M′ points, is offset by an 

equally striking increase in core Pb character for the same bands (Figure 4.5a and 4.5b). 

The considerable overall reduction in surface Pb character for conduction bands of the 

relaxed SC slab is countered by significant increases in surface Pb character for the first 

three odd numbered conduction band states at the Γ/M point (C1
Γ/M

, C3
Γ/M

, C5
Γ/M

), where 

the surface Pb contribution remains high (C1
Γ/M

) or even increases (C3
Γ/M

, C5
Γ/M

), in contrast 

to even numbered band states at the Γ/M point (C2
Γ/M

, C4
Γ/M

, C6
Γ/M

) that lose surface Pb 

character. In addition, the increased surface Pb atomic orbital character of odd conduction 

bands at the Γ/M point (C1
Γ/M

, C3
Γ/M

, C5
Γ/M

) for the relaxed SC are lower in energy relative 
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to even numbered bands (C2
Γ/M

, C4
Γ/M

, C6
Γ/M

) that exhibit increased interior Pb atom 

contribution at the Γ/M point. This bimodal behavior, with respect to surface Pb character, 

exhibited by the first six bands at the Γ/M point with odd band surface Pb character 

increasing more significantly over that of even bands, is striking and will be further 

elucidated by probability density visualization of these states later in this chapter. 

As with dispersion character, the surface Pb atomic orbital contribution to M′ point states 

of the conduction band differs considerably with that of the Γ/M point, as might be 

expected. M′ point states at the conduction band-edge exhibit considerable surface Pb 

contribution prior to relaxation. Upon relaxation however, conduction band states of the 

M′ point lose considerable surface Pb character (Figure 4.4b), compared to the Γ/M point. 

In addition, each band pair for bands C1
M′ through C6

M′ at the M′ point exhibit essentially 

equivalent surface Pb character, in contrast to equivalent band pairs of the Γ/M point, 

where the first band pair C1
M′ & C2

M′ exhibits equivalent contribution from both surface and 

slab interior Pb atoms while subsequent band pairs C3
M′ & C4

M′ and C5
M′ & C6

M′ show 

increasing surface Pb contribution though much less than is observed at the Γ/M point. 

Thus, disparities in the spatial distribution of atomic orbital contribution reinforce 

observations of differences in the band dispersion characteristics of the 2D SBZ at the Γ/M 

and M′ points, underlining the profound effect of surface reconstruction and surface atomic 

anisotropy on the electronic structure of the 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed SC slab. 

As noted above, and as seen in figures 4.6 and 4.7, S atomic orbital contribution 

predominates the valence band in general, and at the valence band-edge. Interestingly 

however, prior to relaxation there is considerable mixing of sub-surface S and surface Pb 
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atomic orbitals in the frontier bands, with significant Pb(S) contributions to 

valence(conduction) band-edge bands. Indeed, states V1
Γ/M

 and V3
Γ/M

 of the Γ/M point and 

V1
M′ & V2

M′ of the M′ point have significant surface Pb character contribution as seen in 

figure 4.4a. In addition, conduction bands C1 and C2 for the un-relaxed slab have above 

average sub-surface S atomic orbital contribution in general (Figure 4.6a), though not at 

the Γ/M or M′ points specifically.  

Following relaxation, sub-surface S atoms show below average contribution to 

conduction C1 and C2 bands (Figure 4.6b), in contrast to the substantial increase in core Pb 

contribution previously noted (Figure 4.5b), especially at the Γ/M and M′ points. In 

addition, surface Pb atomic orbital contribution to states V1
Γ/M

, V3
Γ/M

, V1
M′ and V2

M′is 

considerably diminished (Figure 4.4b), showing substantially below average contribution. 

Thus, we can say that surface reconstruction for the (111)Pb PbS surface does have a 

profound effect on the electronic structure of PbS, most especially on the band-edge states 

of the primary band gap. However, relaxation of the (111)Pb surface would appear to be 

as important given the significant impact it has on the contribution of atomic orbitals to the 

frontier states, especially at the  Γ/M or M′ points, defining the fundamental band gap and 

determining the electronic properties of (111)Pb PbS. 

 

4.3.2.3. Projected Density of States  

To further delineate the outsized affect surface Pb atoms have on the conduction band-

edge states the average Projected Density of States (PDOS) for surface and core, Pb and S 

atoms are compared with that of the Total Density of States (TDOS) for the SC slab, as 

seen in Figure 4.9. As with atomic orbital projection contribution, the PDOS for specified 
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atoms is normalized with respect to the TDOS. The average surface Pb PDOS (red curve 

in figure 4.9a) lying above that of the TDOS (black curve figure 4.9a) and average core Pb  

 

Figure 4.9 Projected Density of States (PDOS) vs. Total Density of States (TDOS) for 

specified atoms of the 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed SC. Inset PDOS and TDOS curves 

centered on the band-gap region, for specified atoms, increased by a factor of ten for clarity.   
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PDOS (blue curve in figure 4.9a) indicates the outsized contribution of Pb surface atoms 

to the conduction band-edge states. In contrast, the PDOS (red and blue curves figure 4.9b) 

of sub-surface and core S atom indicate significantly below average contributions to 

conduction band-edge states, further supporting that these states are surface localized and 

derived predominately from Pb atoms, especially surface Pb atoms. 

 

4.3.3. Electron probability density cross-sections 

In the previous sections we delineated the individual, and collective, effects of surface 

reconstruction and relaxation with changes observed in the (111)Pb SC slab band structure, 

with respect to band dispersion, atomic orbital projection character, and surface Pb d-state 

energies, resulting in a significantly altered electronic environment at the SC slab surface, 

as compared to the slab interior. In this section we describe the effects of surface 

reconstruction and relaxation on the spatial distribution of electronic states (electron 

probability density) of the (111)Pb SC slab, and the correlation of these results with surface 

states described in the literature, specifically Tamm surface states. Complementary 2D 

electron probability density |Ψ(𝑟)|2  cross-sections of the un-relaxed and relaxed (111)Pb 

SC slab structures for states (wave-vectors (�⃗⃗� )) of the Γ/M (/La/Lb) (Figures 4.10, 4.11, 

4.14, 4.15) and  M′ (Lc) (Figures 4.12, and 4.13) points are shown, along with 

corresponding S and Pb atoms in their relaxed(unrelaxed) lattice positions. Significantly, 

though not surprisingly, the electron probability density of the Γ/M (/La/Lb) and M′ (Lc) 

states differ considerably in their individual geometries and amount of surface localization 

for both un-relaxed and relaxed conditions. The 2D electron density cross-sections shown 

in figures 4.10 through 4.13 cutting along [01̅0] facets, and figures 4.14 and 4.15 cutting 
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along a [101̅] facet, of the SC slab were chosen specifically because they highlight not 

only the surface localized probability density associated with Pb surface atoms but also the 

direction, orientation, and atomic correspondence, of increased probability density 

coupling Pb atoms at the surface with Pb atoms of the slab interior. It can be seen from 

inset crystal diagrams (Figures 4.10–4.13), that [01̅0] facets cut along the (111)Pb surface 

reconstruction rows, forming an alternating pattern between surface reconstruction rows 

on the top and bottom surfaces of the (111)Pb SC slab (This alternating pattern is, at least 

for these calculations, somewhat artificial, resulting from the idealized slab model 

preparation method used for this computational analysis, which has been used 

previously34). In contrast, [101̅] facets slices bisect Pb surface reconstruction rows (Figures 

4.14–4.15). Prior to relaxation, all conduction band-edge states, as well as valence states 

V1
Γ/M

, V3
Γ/M

 (Figure 4.10), V1
M′ and V2

M′ (Figure 4.12) exhibit moderate to significant 

probability density associated with Pb surface atoms, in agreement with atomic projection 

character data described in the previous section (Figure 4.4a). In general, the probability 

density for Γ/M (/La/Lb) states displays mostly atomic p-orbital character for both S and 

Pb atoms oriented roughly orthogonal to the SC slab surface, in keeping with expectations 

of atomic orbital contributions to band edge states. Interestingly, the increased density 

observed on surface Pb atoms does not remain localized at the surface, but can be seen to 

couple with Pb atoms of the slab interior especially for unrelaxed states V1
Γ/M

, V3
Γ/M

, 

and C1
Γ/M

 through C4
Γ/M

(Figures 4.10, and 4.14).   
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Figure 4.10 Electron density cross-sections of the Γ/M 

(/La/Lb) point along [01̅0] facets (red/green planes - 

top/bottom Pb rows inset crystal image at right) for the 2 x 1 

(111)Pb reconstructed SC slab before relaxation. 

Corresponding S (yellow) and Pb (gray) atoms in their 

unrelaxed lattice positions shown for clarity. Electron density 

denoted by inset color gradient, with red(blue) indicating 

high(low) electron density. 
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Figure 4.11 Electron density cross-sections of the Γ/M 

(/La/Lb) point along [01̅0] facets (red/green planes - 

top/bottom Pb rows inset crystal image at right) for the 2 x 1 

(111)Pb reconstructed SC slab after relaxation. Corresponding 

S (yellow) and Pb (gray) atoms in their relaxed lattice 

positions are shown for clarity. Electron density denoted by 

inset color gradient, with red(blue) indicating high(low) 

electron density.  
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Figure 4.12 Electron density cross-sections of the M′ (Lc) point 

along [01̅0] facets (red/green planes - top/bottom Pb rows 

inset crystal image at right) for the 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed 

SC slab before relaxation. Corresponding S (yellow) and Pb 

(gray) atoms in their unrelaxed lattice positions shown for 

clarity. Electron density denoted by inset color gradient, with 

red(blue) indicating high(low) electron density.  
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Figure 4.13 Electron density cross-sections of the M′ (Lc) point 

along [01̅0] facets (red/green planes - top/bottom Pb rows 

inset crystal image at right) for the 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed 

SC slab after relaxation. Corresponding S (yellow) and Pb 

(gray) atoms in their relaxed lattice positions shown for clarity. 

Electron density denoted by inset color gradient, with red(blue) 

indicating high(low) electron density.  
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Figure 4.14 Electron density cross-sections of the Γ/M 

(/La/Lb) point along [101̅] facets (red plane inset crystal 

image at right) for the 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed SC 

slab before relaxation. Corresponding S (yellow) and Pb 

(gray) atoms in their unrelaxed lattice positions are 

shown for clarity. Electron density denoted by inset color 

gradient, with red(blue) indicating high(low) electron 

density.  
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Figure 4.15 Electron density cross-sections of the Γ/M 

(/La/Lb) point along [101̅] facets (red plane inset crystal 

image at right) for the 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed SC 

slab after relaxation. Corresponding S (yellow) and Pb 

(gray) atoms in their relaxed lattice positions are shown 

for clarity. Electron density denoted by inset color 

gradient, with red(blue) indicating high(low) electron 

density.  
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Figure 4.16 Electron density cross-sections of the 

M′ (Lc) point along [011̅] facets (blue plane inset 

crystal image at right) for the 2 x 1 (111)Pb 

reconstructed SC slab after relaxation. 

Corresponding S (yellow) and Pb (gray) atoms in 

their relaxed lattice positions are shown for 

clarity. Electron density denoted by inset color 

gradient, with red(blue) indicating high(low) 

electron density.  

 

 

Moreover, the probability density distribution for valence band-edge states of the unrelaxed 

SC slab structure appears highly inhomogeneous, with density concentrated variously on 

the upper(lower) half of atoms of the slab in the case of  V2
Γ/M

, V3
Γ/M

, and in the case of 

V4
Γ/M

 specifically on subsurface Sb atoms, and correlates with atomic orbital projection 

character observations, especially for Γ/M (/La/Lb) states, with increased surface Pb 

atomic orbital character (Figure 4.4a, and 4.6a). By contrast, unrelaxed [01̅0] facet 

probability density slices of M′ (Lc) states (Figure 4.12) exhibit markedly different 

character with most band edge states exhibiting p-orbital like density oriented roughly 

parallel with the SC slab surfaces, and surface Pb atom density confined to the surface with 

little to no interaction with slab interior atoms. 
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Significant changes to the probability density distribution on surface and subsurface 

atoms for Γ/M (/La/Lb) and M′ (Lc) states are observed following atomic relaxation, 

leading to increased interaction and reorganization of atomic orbitals. Importantly, the 

inhomogeneity observed for unrelaxed Γ/M (/La/Lb) states of the VB is contrasted with 

increased probability density distribution over all SC slab atoms observed for VB Γ/M 

(/La/Lb) states of the relaxed structure (Figures 4.11, and 4.15), indicating increased 

bonding and stabilization for these states. However, the most striking and consequential 

changes in probability density are observed in the conduction band-edge states. For CB 

Γ/M (/La/Lb) states, a pattern of increased probability density localized near surface Pb 

atoms and extending along slab interior Pb atoms of [01̅0] facets (Figure 4.11) is observed 

in unoccupied states C1
Γ/M

, C3
Γ/M

, with a loss of surface character in states V1
Γ/M

 and V3
Γ/M

. 

Figures 4.14 and 4.15, representing relaxed and unrelaxed 2D probability density cross-

sections for [101̅] facets, emphasize – qualitatively – the extent of atomic orbital 

reorganization near the surface, and further substantiate the increased interaction of surface 

and slab-interior Pb atoms. As can be seen in figures 4.14 and 4.15 there is an obvious re-

orientation of probability density, between unrelaxed and relaxed SC structures, near Pb 

atoms associated with [01̅0] facets for states C1
Γ/M

, C3
Γ/M

, starting with Pb atoms of the 

surface reconstruction rows, and continuing into the slab interior. This observed pattern of 

the probability density along Pb atomic chains of a [01̅0] facet for states C1
Γ/M

, C3
Γ/M

, with 

exponential decay into the vacuum at the surface, and attenuation into the slab interior is 

indicative of a Tamm surface state,53 where the probability density pattern observed for 

higher energy state C3
Γ/M

, differs from C1
Γ/M

 by the location of nodes along the Pb atomic 
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chains. Even numbered states C2
Γ/M

, C4
Γ/M

 exhibit similar patterns of probability density 

along Pb atomic chains of [01̅0] facets, though with significantly reduced surface intensity.  

In contrast to Γ/M (/La/Lb) states, the probability density associated with M′ (Lc) states 

differs markedly, varying in surface character, intensity, geometry, and propagation 

direction, with no indication of the presence of Tamm surface states. Little change in VB 

cross-sections of M′ (Lc) states is observed after relaxation, apart from a shift in probability 

density near surface Pb atoms from states  V1
M′ and V2

M′ to states V3
M′ and V4

M′, in keeping 

with observations in atomic orbital projection data (Figure 4.4b). CB cross-sections of 

relaxed M′ (Lc) states (Figure 4.13) exhibit significant electron probability density 

distribution over SC slab core atoms, with moderate, highly localized, monotonically 

increasing probability density for increasing C𝑛
M′ states near surface Pb reconstruction rows 

in agreement with figure 4.4a. The probability density for conduction band M′ (Lc) states 

exhibit linearly polarized directional symmetry (hybridized p orbital-like), with Pb atom 

probability density interaction oriented in the [1̅01] direction, parallel to surface Pb 

reconstruction rows. Indeed, the electron probability density, both at the surface and in the 

slab interior, for low-lying conduction band M′ (Lc) states is exemplified by intra-plane 

interactions in x-y plane. For M′ (Lc) CB states there is no indication of significant 

interaction between Pb atoms of different [111] layers of the SC slab, unlike their Γ/M 

(/La/Lb) counterparts. Thus, the probability density orientation of the conduction band-

edge M′ (Lc) states (Figure 4.13) appears to diverge from the preferred wave-vector 

direction associated with the real space z-axis projection of the M′ (Lc) wave-vector 

directions, along the [2̅11] and [11̅̅̅̅ 2] directions, as seen in figure 4.2a. This is verified by 
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the observation of minimal atomic orbital interaction for a 2D probability density [011̅] 

cross section (Figure 4.16) cutting vertically through the SC slab in the [2̅11] direction. I 

suggest that M′ (Lc) states would prefer to propagate along their preferred <112> directions 

but can’t, and that this divergence from the preferred direction of propagation results, in 

part, from the anisotropy and reduced symmetry of Pb atom reconstruction rows at the 

surface. Thus, the lowest energy alternative for the M′ (Lc) state along the [2̅11] is to mix 

with the mirror M′ (Lc) state along the [11̅̅̅̅ 2] direction, leading to M′ (Lc) state probability 

density propagation in the [1̅01] direction. Unexpectedly, M′ (Lc) state probability density 

slices for alternating top and bottom row [01̅0] facets for valence and conduction band-

edge states exhibit significantly depressed probability density throughout, suggesting 

topologically insulating layers of atoms within the PbS SC slab structure, not observed in 

Γ/M (/La/Lb) states. 

The considerable differences in electron probability density between the Γ/M (/La/Lb) 

and M′ (Lc) states, comprising the four L-valleys in the PBZ of PbS, exemplifies and 

reinforces that surface reconstruction and relaxation have a profound effect on the 

electronic structure of PbS. In the calculated band structure for the 2 x 1 (111)Pb 

reconstructed SC slab (Figures 4.4–4.7), the difference in dispersion character and loss of 

degeneracy observed for band-edge states indicates that electrons in Γ/M (/La/Lb) and M′ 

(Lc) states are experiencing significantly different local electronic environments. 

Additionally, observations in the atomic orbital projection (Figures 4.10–4.13) along with 

atomic analysis of the (111)Pb SC slab PDOS (Figure 4.9) suggests the increased surface 

Pb atom character of Γ/M (/La/Lb) conduction band-edge states. Moreover, analysis of Pb 
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atom d-states (Figure 4.8) indicates an important difference in the potential environments 

between surface and interior Pb atoms of the (111)Pb SC slab. Thus, the observation of 

Tamm surface states in the 2D probability density cross sections for Γ/M (/La/Lb) states, 

centered on Pb atoms of the surface reconstruction rows, is not surprising, and even 

expected, given the existence of a surface, and observations of surface reconstruction in 

PbS.  

Atoms at the surface of a material experience conditions lying somewhere between 

isolated atoms and atoms in the bulk material; these conditions are heavily influenced by 

the particular chemical and physical surface atomic structure and associated surface 

reconstruction, and are known to be intricately entwined with the existence of surface 

electronic states.49 Tamm surface states are defined as solutions to the Schrodinger 

equation, in the Tight Binding approximation, for electrons moving in a finite crystal, with 

energies lying in the forbidden energy gap (FEG), and having wave-functions localized at 

the surface.53 In this theory, surface states arise from crystal surface cleavage, and 

subsequent reconstruction, e.g. as modeled by the 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed SC slab 

surface, leading to substantive differences in the bonding and potential environments for 

surface atoms, in this case Pb surface atoms, as compared to atoms of the interior – bulk – 

of the SC slab.49 For the 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstructed SC slab model described here, the 

potential difference for Pb atoms at the surface, as compared to the ‘bulk’, is large enough 

such that a Tamm N-type surface state emerges – splits off – below the CBM, with 

localization of the surface state on Pb surface atoms of the 2 x 1 (111)Pb reconstruction 

rows.53 Thus, the splitting off of the Tamm surface state from the conduction band edge, 

and it’s connection to surface Pb atoms, indicates the strong influence of surface 
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reconstruction, and associated surface Pb anisotropy, on the (111)Pb SC slab electronic 

structure. 

 

4.3.4. Effective Band Structure; Band Unfolding and PC Eigenstate Contribution 

4.3.4.1. Band Unfolding Methodology; a brief description  

It is clear from the SBZ band structure (Figures 4.4–4.7) and electron probability density 

cross-sections (Figures 4.10–4.16) that the cleavage of the PbS surface, and consequent 

surface reconstruction, have a considerable impact on the Γ/M (/La/Lb) and M′ (Lc) states, 

and the corresponding individual L-points of the PbS PBZ (Figure 4.3), which are 

responsible for the primary band gap and photophysical properties of PbS systems. Thus, 

an understanding of the individual L-points contributions to the SBZ band structure would 

prove useful in connecting the physical structure of the (111)Pb SC slab surface with the 

observed electronic states. An unavoidable consequence of using a SC model is the 

inherent convolution of the resultant SBZ band structure 𝐸(�⃗⃗� ) due to the folding of the 

parent PBZ bands 𝐸(�⃗� ) arising from the reciprocal space (k-space) relationship between 

the SC and underlying PC (Figure 4.3).12, 37 The (111)Pb SC slab, comprising 12 PCs in a 

1 x 2 x 6 arrangement (x, y, z), results in a much smaller corresponding SBZ, due to the 

inverse size relationship between real and reciprocal space representations. The resultant 

convolution of PC band structure makes a direct comparison of the SBZ bands 𝐸(�⃗⃗� ) with 

that of the PBZ 𝐸(�⃗� ) nearly impossible, obscuring potential changes to PBZ band structure 

as a result of specific structural perturbations – i.e. surface reconstruction. To address the 

SBZ band convolution issue, a theoretical methodology has been developed whereby the 

complicated band structure 𝐸(�⃗⃗� ) of the SBZ is “unfolded”, revealing the band structure 
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𝐸(�⃗� ) of the underlying parent PBZ.12, 37, 54, 55 Strictly speaking, band unfolding using the 

following methodology is only equivalent for a SC that is a perfect replica of the associated 

PC along one or more translational axis.12 However, for small perturbations to the system 

(i.e. impurities, surface reconstruction, and lattice defects),12 an effective band structure 

(EBS) can be produced from this unfolding procedure, and provides an excellent physically 

relevant description of the electronic structure of the SC.12, 56 We have applied this band 

unfolding procedure to the SBZ bands of the (111)Pb SC slab. The resultant EBS enables 

the observation and elucidation of changes to the PbS PC band structure for wave-vectors 

of interest, namely the PBZ L-points, as a result of the (111) Pb surface reconstruction.  

The methodology for the unfolding process has been presented in great detail 

previously,12, 37, 54-56 and so only the salient details will be described herein. The geometric 

relationships, and thus the wave vector folding/unfolding relationships, between the SBZ 

and PBZ are entirely defined by the PC and SC basis vectors �⃗⃗�  and �⃗⃗�  respectively, and the 

transformation matrix M, where �⃗⃗� = 𝑀 ⋅ �⃗⃗� . The number 𝑁�⃗⃗�  of PBZ wave vectors �⃗�  that 

fold into a single SBZ wave vector �⃗⃗�  is defined by 𝑁�⃗⃗� = Ω𝑃𝐵𝑍 Ω𝑆𝐵𝑍⁄ , where Ω𝑃𝐵𝑍 & Ω𝑆𝐵𝑍 

are the volumes of the PBZ and SBZ respectively. The unfolding relationship between the 

SBZ and PBZ wave vectors is then defined as 

�⃗� 𝑖 = �⃗⃗� + 𝐺 𝑖     𝑖 = 1,2,3,… , 𝑁�⃗⃗�      (1) 

where 𝐺 𝑖, are the SC reciprocal lattice vectors. It is important to note that only unique �⃗⃗� , 

𝐺 𝑖 combinations unfold to individual �⃗� 𝑖, whereas 𝑁�⃗⃗�  different pairs (�⃗� 𝑖, 𝐺 𝑖) fold into a 

single �⃗⃗� , as seen in equation (2). 

�⃗⃗� = �⃗� 𝑖 − 𝐺 𝑖                (2) 
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Using the zone folding relationship between SC and PC wave vectors in equation 1, 

eigenvectors of the SC and PC representations, |�⃗⃗� 𝑚⟩ and |�⃗� 𝑖𝑛⟩ respectively, can be related 

through the expression 

|�⃗⃗� 𝑚⟩ = ∑ ∑ 𝑓(�⃗� 𝑖 , 𝑛; �⃗⃗� , 𝑚)|�⃗� 𝑖𝑛⟩𝑛

𝑁�⃗⃗⃗� 

𝑖=1         (3) 

describing the folding of PC eigenvectors into those of the SC, where 𝑚 and 𝑛 are band 

indices of the SBZ and PBZ respectively. To produce the EBS for the SC we need to obtain 

information regarding the probability of PC eigenstate |�⃗� 𝑖𝑛⟩ contributions to individual SC 

eigenstates |�⃗⃗� 𝑚⟩, or in other words, the amount of PC Bloch character present in |�⃗⃗� 𝑚⟩ . 

This is accomplished by calculation of the spectral weight 𝑃�⃗⃗� 𝑚(�⃗� 𝑖) for each SC wave-

vector �⃗⃗�  resulting from the 𝑁�⃗⃗�   PC wave-vector components �⃗� 𝑖: 

𝑃�⃗⃗� 𝑚(�⃗� 𝑖) =  ∑ |⟨�⃗⃗� 𝑚|�⃗� 𝑖𝑛⟩|
2

𝑛 = ∑ |𝐶�⃗⃗� 𝑚(𝑔 + �⃗� 𝑖 − �⃗⃗� )|
2

�⃗�                               (4) 

where 𝐶�⃗⃗� 𝑚 are the coefficients of the plane-wave expansion of SC states, and 𝑔  are the 

reciprocal lattice vectors of the PC. Finally, construction of the EBS is accomplished by 

defining a spectral function such that, 

𝐴(𝑘𝑖 , 𝐸) = ∑𝑃�⃗⃗� 𝑚(�⃗� 𝑖)

𝑚

𝛿(𝐸𝑚(�⃗⃗� ) − 𝐸)                                                 (5) 

which defines the amount of PC Block character contribution (spectral character), 

depending on wave-vector, for each band. Thus, the only information required to 

accomplish the unfolding of the SC bands are the results of the SC calculations, and the 

PC and SC basis vectors �⃗⃗�  and �⃗⃗� , all other information and relationships are derived from 

these, and knowledge of the PC eigenvectors is not necessary.56 The transformation matrix 

M between PC and SC basis vectors is not diagonal, nor does it need to be in the most 
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general case, as a result of the fact that SC and PC unit vectors are not collinear.12 Thus, 

transformations between the Γ/M, and M′ wave-vectors of the 2D SBZ  and corresponding 

3D PBZ wave-vectors L, X, and  were determined through geometric relations of the SC 

and PC lattice vectors �⃗⃗�  and �⃗⃗� , respectively. 

 

4.3.4.2. Band unfolding and the resultant effective band structure  

The EBS obtained using the unfolding procedure described above can be seen in figure 

4.17, is comprised of wave vectors along the La, Lb, and Lc segments (Figure 4.17b) normal 

to the (111) surface, and connects important high symmetry points (L, X, and ) of the 

PBZ. The EBS shows the dispersion and spectral character (grayscale shaded wave vectors) 

for bands of the La, Lb segments corresponding to the Γ/M point, and Lc segment 

corresponding to the M̅′ point of the 2D surface SBZ, and provides further evidence of the 

effects of surface reconstruction on the PbS electronic structure. Due to quantum 

confinement resulting from the finite thickness (~2 nm) of the (111)Pb SC slab, the bands 

of the EBS along each of the Ln segments are mostly flat, except for higher energy 

unoccupied bands of the La and Lb segments. (111)Pb SC bands of the La and Lb segments 

(Figure 4.17) have the same quantized band dispersion 𝐸(�⃗� ) owing to the fact that they are 

both derived from the Γ/M point of the 2D surface SBZ – though their PC spectral character 

is quite dissimilar. In contrast, the quantized band dispersion and PC spectral character of 

the Lc segment (M′)  is markedly different from that of the La and Lb segments, in keeping 

with the findings of the SC band structure in figures 4.4 through 4.7. Generally, overlaid 

PbS bulk bands (red dotted lines in Figure 4.17) align with increased PC spectral character 

seen in bands of the different Ln segments, highlighting the effect of quantization on the 
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Figure 4.17 Effective Band Structure (EBS) for the 

individual Ln segments (where n = a, b, c) of the 2 x 1 

(111)Pb reconstructed SC slab produced by sampling 

reciprocal lattice vectors in the [111] direction and using 

the band unfolding procedure described previously. 

Colored arrows, representing direction, and special point 

labels correspond to those seen in the 3D PBZ 

representation at right (4.16b). The spectral weight, as 

described in the unfolding methodology, is visualized 

through a normalized (over all bands of the specified 

PBZ direction Ln) gray scale gradient scheme and 

represents the probability of one or more PC eigenstate’s 

contribution to a particular SC state.12 In essence, the 

greater the spectral weight intensity (darker gray-black) 

for wave vectors of the SC EBS, the greater the number 

of contributing PC eigenstates, and the more bulk-like, 

or more “physical”, the corresponding SC wave-vector. 

Corresponding calculated bulk PbS bands (red dotted 

lines) are overlaid for comparison.  
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bulk bands in the PbS SC slab. Interestingly, the 𝐶1 band, for both the La and Lb segments 

near the La and Lb points, lies below the first bulk band (dotted red line), and would indicate 

the presence of a split-off band from the conduction band edge.  

As can be seen in figure 4.17 the highest intensity PC spectral character are observed at 

the conduction and valence band-edge bands near to the corresponding Ln points for 

corresponding Ln segments. High PC spectral character is observed for the La segment 

(Figure 4.17) near the La point for bands 𝑉1
𝑎 and 𝐶2

𝑎, with vanishingly small PC spectral 

character contribution in the lowest unoccupied band 𝐶1
𝑎. Conversely, the highest PC 

spectral character contribution of the Lb segment (Figure 4.17) is seen in the 𝐶1
𝑏 band near 

the Lb point, while bands 𝑉1
𝑏 and 𝐶2

𝑏 exhibit minimal PC spectral contribution – the exact 

opposite of La segment. The fact that the bands corresponding to the VBM and CBM with 

high PC spectral character, bands 𝑉1
𝑎 and 𝐶1

𝑏 respectively, are located at different wave 

vectors of the (111)Pb SC EBS (the La and Lb points of the La and Lb segments 

respectively), and thus near different L-points of the PBZ, indicate the emergence of a 

pseudo-indirect band gap for the (111)Pb SC slab.12 In contrast, PC eigenstate character is 

equivalently high for both the 𝑉1
𝑐 and 𝑉2

𝑐, as well as the 𝐶1
𝑐, 𝐶2

𝑐 band pairs near the Lc point 

of the Lc segment, though at different energies from the other Ln segments, as noted 

previously.  

The directional orientation of electron density through the (111)Pb SC slab seen in the 

2D probability density cross-sections for SBZ states Γ/M and M̅′ (Figures 4.10–4.16) is 

further informed through comparison with the EBS spectral character near Ln points of the 

La, Lb, and Lc segments. For example, surface z-axis projections of the atomic orbital 

alignment for states C1
Γ/M

 (containing a Tamm surface state) shows orientation in the [1̅21̅] 
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direction (Figures 4.11, and  4.15), orthogonal to 2 x 1 (111)Pb SC reconstruction rows. 

Concurrently, the EBS state 𝐶1
𝑏 , at the Lb point of the Lb segment, exhibits high spectral 

character indicating a majority contribution for this state is derived from the L-point of the 

PBZ associated with the surface BZ M point located in the [1̅21̅] direction. Thus, the [1̅21̅] 

direction of atomic orbital alignment z-axis projection matches with the z-axis projection 

of the Γ → M  surface BZ direction (Figure 4.2a), associated with the Lb point of the Lb 

segment (Figure 4.17) for the unfolded EBS. By contrast, the 2D probability density [101̅] 

cross-sections for the states V!
Γ/M

 and C2
Γ/M

(Figure 4.15) exhibit majority atomic orbital 

alignment along the z-axis of (111)Pb SC slab, the [111] direction normal to the SC slab 

surface, indicating a majority contribution from an altogether different L point of the PBZ, 

the La point of the La segment. Indeed, the Γ point of the surface BZ is associated with the 

La segment of the PBZ, with the PBZ path Γ → La in the [111] direction, normal to the 

(111)Pb SC slab surface. However, since the La and Lb segments containing the La and Lb 

points are folded into the Γ/M point of the SBZ, the corresponding unfolded EBS bands 

may display mixed character where neither La or Lb points of the EBS indicate dominant 

spectral character – states V2
Γ/M

 and V3
Γ/M

 (Figures 4.15, and 4.17) for example. 

Consequently, atomic orbital alignment of the 2D probability density cross-sections exhibit 

directional character dependent on the amount of PC spectral character of the associated 

EBS Ln segment bands, with Γ/M conduction band states alternating majority contributions 

of directional character between La and Lb segments. 

From the above observations it is apparent that the directional anisotropy of the (111)Pb 

reconstructed surface, apart from elemental considerations, plays an important role in the 
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alteration of the PbS electronic structure. A primary example of the effect of surface 

reconstruction anisotropy is on the z-axis projection anisotropic propagation of the 

associated conduction band-edge Tamm surface states (Figures 4.11, and 4.15) in the [1̅21̅] 

direction, orthogonal to the Pb reconstruction row direction. Moreover, M′ (Figure 4.13) 

states are not able to propagate along their preferred crystallographic directions – [2̅11] 

and [11̅̅̅̅ 2], but instead are forced to propagate parallel to the Pb reconstruction rows along 

the  [1̅01] direction. Finally, the divergent PC spectral character for different Ln points of 

the (111)Pb SC EBS, corresponding to the different PBZ L points, provides further proof. 

Thus, it is clear that surface reconstruction, and surface atomic anisotropy, has an enormous 

effect on the electronic structure of PbS especially at the L points of the PBZ, impacting 

the optoelectronic properties of PbS quantum wells and nanocrystals with reconstructed 

(111)Pb surfaces. 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

In the absence of ligand passivation, fully-occupied PbS (111)Pb facets are 

energetically unstable, and likely to undergo reconstruction, similar to the 2 x 1 (111)Pb 

type  reconstruction shown in Figure 4.2a, resulting in half-occupied facets with Pb-rich 

surfaces.34, 35 In this chapter, I have shown that 2 x 1 (111)Pb surface reconstruction in PbS  

is likely to result in the formation of Tamm surface states at the conduction band-edge 

localized on surface Pb reconstruction row atoms. These states are split off from the 

conduction band-edge as a result of the differing potential environment of Pb atoms at the 

PbS (111)Pb reconstructed surface, the (111) Pb surface atoms being three-fold under-

coordinated as compared to their sister atoms in the bulk. Due to real and reciprocal space 

symmetry considerations of the 2 x 1 (111)Pb surface reconstruction, the normally 4-fold 
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degenerate L points of the PbS PBZ, being the location of the primary band-gap and thus 

responsible for the optoelectronic properties of PbS, show split characters in the unfolded 

SBZ EBS. Electronic states at the Γ/M (/La/Lb) SBZ symmetry point are stabilized as a 

result of their real/reciprocal space correspondence with the overarching periodicity of the 

2 x 1 (111)Pb surface reconstruction rows (the wave-vector for the Lb symmetry runs 

orthogonal to the real-space representation of the 2 x 1 (111)Pb surface reconstruction 

rows). In contrast, electronic states of the M′ (Lc) SBZ symmetry points do not exhibit the 

same stabilization as states of the Γ/M (/La/Lb) symmetry points, as can be observed in 

their differing dispersion character, and divergent energies of the C𝑛
M′ and C𝑛

Γ/M
 states, 

resulting from decreased symmetry of the real/reciprocal space correspondence (Figures 

4.4–4.7). In addition, the formation of Tamm surface states at the conduction band edge 

corresponds with increased electronic interaction of surface Pb atoms and Pb atoms of the 

slab interior resulting in stabilization, and a lowering of energy for these states (Figures 

4.11, 4.15, and 4.17) These observations suggest that the formation of reconstructed 

surfaces for PbS nanocrystal (111) facets, similar to the (111)Pb reconstructed surface 

modeled here, may result in the appearance of low-energy, conduction band-edge states in 

PbS nanocrystals, localized on surface Pb adatoms. Thus, a decrease in the apparent 

bandgap for PbS nanocrystals with (111) facets, resulting from surface reconstruction, and 

leading to the formation of conduction band-edge Tamm surface states, is in agreement 

with the experimental observation of surface localized conduction band-edge states, and 

significantly reduced bandgaps, in naked, annealed PbS NCs.22, 23 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION  

 
Research into the uses of semiconducting NCs, especially for NIR absorbing PbX NCs,  

has exploded over the past two decades. Superlative NC properties of efficient, frequency-

specific, light emission and absorption lend themselves to a myriad of applications in the 

information technology age such as energy- and space-efficient flat screen displays, solar 

energy conversion, medical and environmental sensing applications, and cutting-edge laser 

and communications technologies. Over the past two decades significant improvements to, 

and maturation of, solution processing procedures, increasingly complex device 

architectures, and various surface defect mitigation techniques, through improved 

passivating ligand technologies and core-shell structures, have brought NC quantum dots 

to the tipping point of commercial viability. However, further research into, and techniques 

for the mitigation  of, surface trap states resulting from under-passivation of surface defects 

or significant surface off-stoichiometry is required in order to bring NC quantum dot 

technologies into the mainstream. To that end, this dissertation has striven to explore and 

elucidate surface defects and their effect on NC electronic structure, especially surface 

reconstruction of polar (111) surfaces, which have been shown to be the root cause of sub-

bandgap states in PbS NCs. 

In chapter II, we used the powerful nanoscale investigatory techniques afforded by the 

Nazin group’s home-built scanning tunneling microscope to expose the underlying surface 

structural causes of conduction band-edge states in annealed, ligand free PbS NCs. 

Importantly, surface structural information, revealed by topographic scans of the annealed 

NCs, exhibited crystallographic information such as well-defined step edges and crystal 
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facets with crystallographic directions. Using the instruments superlative STS capabilities, 

we were able to record reproducible, spatially resolved, DOS spectra for numerous NCs, 

which showed a manifold of sub-bandgap electronic states at the conduction band-edge. 

These conduction band-edge states also show a strong correlation between their spatially 

resolved DOS features and NC surface structures, specifically step-edges of the PbS polar 

(111) facets. As a result of their limited extent, and the correlation with NC topographic 

features, these sub-bandgap electronic states were determined not to be quantum confined 

states of the PbS NCs, but rather surface localized states. Due to these observations, and 

because the as prepared PbS NCs are known to be Pb rich at the surface, we asserted that 

the observed manifold of conduction band-edge states is likely the result of surface add-

atoms, specifically Pb atoms, owing to their association with the conduction band-edge. 

In chapter III, we expanded our observations of the electronic states of the PbS NC 

bandgap region in order to improve our understanding of the correlation between local 

surface structure, and localized sub-bandgap states. The observed DOS features in the PbS 

NCs included the previously mentioned manifold of conduction band-edge states, as well 

as states at the valence band-edge, and states crossing the Fermi level. All spatially resolved 

DOS features in the sub-bandgap region where found to be highly localized on the surfaces 

and edges of the observed NCs, which is highly suggestive of local conditions, such as 

surface reconstruction or severe off-stoichiometries contributing to the formation of the 

observed electronic states. Indeed, the spatially resolved manifold of DOS features at the 

conduction band-edge were observed to be highly correlated with crystallographic features 

of the NCs, determined by topographic measurement, specifically on (111) surfaces or at 

step edges, indicating the surface structural nature of these states. We suggest that, due to 
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the polar nature of PbS (111) surfaces, that they are prone to reconstruction in order to 

lower their energy, and that PbS NCs are known to be Pb rich at the surface, the observed 

conduction band-edge states result from surface reconstruction of Pb-rich polar (111) 

facets. 

Following our STS explorations of the electronic states of PbS NC, especially in the 

bandgap region, we determined to undertake a theoretical exploration of specific surface 

reconstruction known to occur on PbS (111) surfaces, for the purpose of corroboration and 

elucidation of the origin of observed sub-bandgap states at the conduction band edge. We 

targeted the 2 x 1 (111) surface reconstruction specifically, due to its observed occurrence 

on the PbS (111) surface, and hinted at by topographic observations made during our 

exploration of PbS NC surfaces. Through the use of band diagrams and electron density 

cross-sections produced from DFT simulations we show that 2 x 1 (111)Pb surface 

reconstruction produces Tamm surface states split off from the conduction band-edge 

associated with the Pb surface reconstruction row atoms. In addition, due to real/reciprocal 

space symmetry considerations, the 2 x 1 (111)Pb surface reconstruction causes splitting 

in the conduction band-edge bands’ dispersion character for the normally 4-fold degenerate 

L-points of the PbS fcc Brillouin zone, the location of the primary bandgap in PbS.  Split 

character at the PbS conduction band-edge reciprocal space L-point symmetries are further 

supported by the unfolding of the PbS 2 x 1 (111)Pb slab super-cell Brillouin Zone (SBZ) 

band structure into an effective band structure (EBS). These observations of surface 

reconstruction induced conduction band-edge Tamm surface states agrees with our STS 

and topographic observations from previous chapters of surface localized conduction ban-

edge states in PbS nanocrystals. 
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In the above research we have shown through STS measurements of the DOS that sub-

bandgap states in naked PbS NCs are widely prevalent, indeed, are the norm, and result 

from significant surface off-stoichiometry and surface reconstruction of (111) PbS facets. 

DFT simulations of reconstructed PbS (111) surfaces further showed that conduction band-

edge states observed in the DOS of PbS NCs result from Tamm surface states associated 

with Pb reconstruction row atoms at the PbS surface.  We believe that this research has 

shed new light on the causes of surface trap states in PbS NCs, and once again shown the 

outsized importance of the NC surface in determining the principal characteristics of the 

NC band-gap with the profound implications for the optoelectronic properties of devices 

constructed from PbS NCs. 
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APPENDIX A 

SUPPORTING MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER II 

From Dmitry A. Kislitsyn, Christian F. Gervasi, Thomas Allen, Peter K.B. 

Palomaki, Jason D. Hackley, Ryuichiro Maruyama, and George V. Nazin was previously 

published under the same title in J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 5, 3701–3707 (2014). Copyright © 

2014 American Chemical Society. 
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NC Crystallographic Orientation 

 
 

Figure A1. STM topographic images showing crystallographic features for three PbS 

NCs. (a), (b), (c) Topographies for three representative NCs. (d), (e), (f) NC 

topographies, [same as in (a), (b), and (c) respectively] with lines and relative angles 

indicating orientations of crystallographic features for each NC. The observed angles 

suggest that the top NC facets corresponds to crystal planes (111), (100), and (100) 

respectively. (g), (h), (i) Enhanced topographic images [for the same NCs] with same 

crystallographic markings as in (d), (e) and (f). 
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NC Band Bending 

Mismatch of work functions in the tip 𝜙𝑡𝑖𝑝 and substrate 𝜙𝐴𝑢, together with the finite 

voltage drop ∆𝑉 inside the NC, lead to a shift of electronic state 𝐸1 by 𝑒∆𝑉 = 𝛼( 𝑒𝑉𝑏 +

∆𝜙), where  𝑉𝑏 is  the applied bias voltage, ∆𝜙 = 𝜙𝑡𝑖𝑝 − 𝜙𝐴𝑢, and e is the electron charge. 

Parameter 𝛼 thus relates the average potential inside the nanocrystal to the external 

potentials applied across the tunneling gap. Therefore, states 𝐸1 (unoccupied) and 𝐻1 

(occupied) are observed at voltages 𝑉𝐸 and 𝑉𝐻 that are defined by the following equations:1-

2 

 

 𝑒𝑉𝐸 =
𝐸1 + 𝛼∆𝜙

1 − 𝛼
 

 

 𝑒𝑉𝐻 =
𝐻1 + 𝛼∆𝜙

1 − 𝛼
 

 

Where 𝐸1 and 𝐻1 are the true energies of 

states 𝐸1 and 𝐻1 with respect to the 

substrate Fermi level. Voltages 𝑉𝐸 and 𝑉𝐻 

are determined directly from the STS 

spectra. Observations of “reverse” 

tunneling spectral features1, 3 analogous to 

H** lead to typical values of 𝛼 on the scale 

of a few percent.  

The changes in voltages 𝑉𝐸 and 𝑉𝐻 observed in Figure A3 of the main text are caused by 

the fact that 𝛼 depends on the relative distance between the tip apex and the “centers of 

gravity” of states 𝐸1 and 𝐻1. Factor 𝛼 is higher at the periphery of NC1, as compared to the 

 

Figure A2. Voltage drop in a biased STM 

junction with a NC under the STM tip.   
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center of NC1 top facet because in the former case the tip is located closer to the Au surface, 

which results in a larger electric field inside the NC, leading to higher effective voltage 

drop inside the NC. Without the ∆𝜙 term, this effect would lead to “curving” of 𝑉𝐸 and 𝑉𝐻 

trajectories away from axis V = 0 in Figure 3b, as observed for 𝑉𝐻. In the present case, 

however, ∆𝜙 is nonzero and negative.  This reinforces the “curving” trend observed for 

𝑉𝐻, but counteracts the “curving” of  𝑉𝐸. 

 

 

Figure A3. Plot of the energy difference between the E2 and E1,1 states vs. the energy 

difference between the E1,1 and H1 states for 10 measured NCs. During this experiment, 

many of the measured NCs did not exhibit clearly-defined H1 or E2 states, and thus were 

not included here. 

 

 

PbS nanocrystal synthesis 

Synthesis of PbS NCs was performed following a modified procedure from Hines and 

Scholes.4 Lead oxide (PbO, 99.0%), oleic acid (OA, technical grade 90%), 1-octadecene 
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(ODE, technical grade 90%, pumped on at 80° C for 8 hours), toluene (99.8%, anhydrous), 

pentane (anhydrous), methanol (anhydrous), pentanethiol (98%), and pentanedithiol (96%) 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received unless otherwise stated.  

Bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide ((TMS)2S, synthesis grade) was purchased from Gelest.   

All syntheses were conducted using standard Schlenk techniques.  In a typical 

synthesis, 4 mL of ODE and 4 mL of OA were combined with 0.30 g of PbO (1.3 

mmol).  The mixture was heated, with stirring, to 100° C for 30 minutes, then heated to the 

injection temperature of 105° C for at least 30 minutes, all under vacuum.  A sulfur 

precursor solution containing 0.167 mL (0.8 mmol) of (TMS)2S in 4 mL of ODE was 

prepared in a glovebox under nitrogen atmosphere.  The sulfur precursor solution was 

quickly injected into the flask and held at 95° C for 1 minute, then cooled to room 

temperature in an ice bath.  Removal of excess ligand and 1-octadecene was completed by 

repeated precipitation in acetone, centrifugation of the particles, and dispersion in small 

amounts of toluene.  Finally, the NC dispersion was filtered through a 0.2 μm syringe filter 

to remove any insoluble material. 

Prior to using PbS NCs in STS experiments, a ligand exchange was performed using a 

combination of pentanethiol and pentanedithiol in an effort to improve NC adhesion to the 

gold substrate and remove highly insulating OA ligands.  In a typical ligand exchange 

procedure 0.3 mL of stock solution of PbS NC (15 mg/mL in toluene) was diluted with 5 

mL of pentane in a centrifuge tube with an air-tight lid with septum. Several drops of 

pentanethiol stock solution (9:1 pentanethiol:pentanedithiol, total concentration 0.15 M in 

pentane) were added via syringe and then mixed. Pentanethiol capped PbS NCs were 

precipitated from pentane using methanol and centrifuged at 3500 rpm. Following removal 
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of the supernatant, NCs were redispersed in toluene. This cleaning procedure was repeated 

two times. Finally, PbS NCs were dispersed in anhydrous pentane to produce a 0.9 mg/mL 

stock solution.  The suspension was centrifuged to remove aggregates, and the remaining 

dispersed NCs were transferred to a clean tube under N2 for use in STM experiments. 

 

 
 

Figure A4. Absorbance and PL spectra of PbS NCs following thiol-ligand exchange.  The 

emission peak at 977 nm (1.27 eV) corresponds to an approximate diameter of 3.2 nm PbS 

NC. 
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APPENDIX B 

SUPPORTING MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER III 

This chapter by Christian F. Gervasi, Dmitry A. Kislitsyn, Thomas L. Allen, Jason 

D. Hackley, Ryuichiro Maruyama, and George V. Nazin was previously published under 

the same title in Nanoscale 2015, 7 (46), 19732–19742 Copyright © 2015 Royal Society 

of Chemistry. 
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Figure B1. (Right) shows the 

prominent unoccupied states for 

NC1. Subfigures (a-f) include 

(from left to right) a combination 

of topography(grayscale), and 

DOS map(color) overlay (where 

the yellow outline encloses the 

area of DOS mapping), DOS 

map only, and DOS map with 

black lines showing DOS 

features that are in registry with 

NC1 crystallographic features 

from Figure 1g in the main text. 

Parameter α is defined as the 

distance between two 

neighboring {211} planes, as 

shown in the model in Figures 6a 

and b in the main text. STS 

measurements taken with set-

point 1.6 V bias, 30 pA tunneling 

current. STM topography image 

measured with set-point 2.0 V 

bias, 2 pA tunneling current. 
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Figure B2. (below) shows the prominent occupied states for NC1. Same area and 

representation as Figure S1 for the occupied states of NC1. Parameter β is defined as the 

distance between two neighboring {110} planes, as shown in the model in Figures 6c and 

d in the main text. Set-points of STM topography image and STS maps same as in Figure 

B1. 
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Figure B3. (below) shows the prominent unoccupied states of NC2.  Same representation 

as in Figure S1 for NC1. Parameter β is defined as before for figure S2, and as shown in 

the model in Figures 6c and d in the main text. STM topography measured with set-point 

2.0 V bias, 1 pA tunneling current. STS maps measured with set-point 1.5 V bias, 20 pA 

tunneling current. 
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Figure B4. (below) shows the prominent occupied states of NC2. Same representation as 

in Figure S3 for NC2. Parameter α is defined as the distance between two neighboring 

{211} planes, as shown in the model in Figures 6a and b in the main text. Set-points of 

STM topography image and STS maps same as in Figure S3. 
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Figure B5. (Right) shows examples 

of PbS NCs displaying localized 

defect-related states in their DOS. 

Unoccupied E1,n and occupied H1 

states show marked intensity 

differences depending on location, 

and are associated with the 

reconstruction of polar PbS (111) 

surfaces or regions of marked non-

stoichiometry in which excess S (Pb) 

atoms at the surface lead to sub-

bandgap states broken off from the 

valence(conduction) bands. These 

observations are in keeping with and 

further support conclusions made 

with regard to the sub-bandgap states 

observed for NCs discussed in the 

main journal article.  
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Figure B6. DOS maps for H1,n and E1,n states of NC2 showing anti-correlation in their 

spatial distributions. White circles (black x’s) mark locations of local high intensity for 

states E1,n (H1,n) 

 

DOS intensity maps for the sub-bandgap states of NC2 (Figure B6), show that the 

locations of high intensity for states H1,n  in general correspond (on the atomic scale) to 

locations of low intensity for states E1,n, and vice-versa suggesting that H1,n and E1,n 

patterns are carried by atoms corresponding to different elements. Theoretical calculations 

predict that H1,n and E1,n patterns result from non-stoichiometric surface S and Pb atoms 

respectively.1 
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